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49th Jamboree on the Air / 49e Jamboree sur les Ondes
10th Jamboree on the Internet / 10e Jamboree sur Internet

Each year in the third full weekend of October
hundred-thousands of Scouts and Guides all over the
world exchange greetings, learn about each others
country and culture, swap programme ideas and make
new friends. The contacts between them are established
by amateur radio stations. This Jamboree-On-The-Air
(JOTA) is the largest annual event for Scouts.
Chaque année durant le troisième week-end
d’octobre, des centaines de milliers de Scouts
et Guides dans le monde entier échangent des
salutations, apprennent la culture des autres pays, se
transmettent des idées de programme et se font des
nouveaux amis, tout cela par contacts entre stations de
radioa-mateurs. Ce Jamboree-Sur-Les-Ondes (JSLO) est
la plus grande manifestation annuelle du Scoutisme.
Cada año, durante el tercer ﬁn de semana de
octubre, cientos de miles de Scouts y Guías de todo el
m-undo se envían saludos, aprenden acerca de otros
países y culturas, comparten ideas para el programa
y establecen nuevas amistades. Estos jóvenes toman
contacto mediante estaciones de radioaﬁcionados. El
Jamboree en el aire (JOTA) es el acontecimiento Scout
anual más grande del mundo.
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1. FROM YOUR EDITOR
The overview of the 49th Jamboree-On-The-Air (JOTA) is before you. This year we have
included also the details of the sister event on the internet, the JOTI.

White Pine Council in Canada organized a large JOTA
camp. The “highlight” was a police helicopter ﬂyby, over the camp site, shining its searchlight on
the Scouts. The AO 51 amateur radio satellite was
frequently used during JOTA, particularly in India
and Sudan.
The Scouts in Dublin, Ireland operated from the
Martello tower, a former Marconi test site, while
Scouts in Larch Hill, Mount Melleray and Clontarf had
a one-hour contact with the Karratha Scout group in
NW Australia.
In Malta, a Scout leader forgot to eat his birthday
pizza, because he was so busy with the radio
contacts.
The pioneered antenna tower of one group in the
Netherlands was higher than the local church
tower......
In Oman, the Scouts had a very creative JOTA and
composed a JOTA song and a JOTA movie.
One special QSO in Portugal, with Scouts in Brazil;
it started via radio, then using Echolink, IRC and
Skype with a webcam.
In Irene, South-Africa, the radio station was set up
in the “store room”, built in the old water reservoir
of the town.
In Sudan, Scouts operated ST2KSS from the
Crocodile Island of the Sea Scouts camp, powered
by solar cells.
How do you get your antenna wires high up in
the trees? Well ask the Scouts in the US: they
used a tennis ball launcher to do the job. They
also discovered that cooking grills make excellent
heaters.

The JOTA and JOTI are a bit different from other
Scouting activities. The event joins together
thousands of Scouts and yet they all stay where they
are, in their own Scout homes. So it’s not so easy to
get an impression of the activities; you can’t just walk
around over a camp-site and feel the atmosphere,
discover what it was like: what new friends were
met, what sort of ideas were picked up, what new
things were made about Scouts in other countries.
Such an impression is, however, found in this World
Report. It is based on information that National JOTA
Organizers compiled and sent to the World Scout
Bureau. Of course, the participating Scout groups all
over the world provided the basic ingredients. Thanks
therefore, to all who sent information on their JOTA
programme and adventures. The JOTI reports have
been collected and edited by Holger Sickenberg,
who has kindly added them to this report, country
by country.
Echolink, a system that connects amateur-radio
stations and internet users together, enjoys a
growing popularity. The main advantage is that
Echolink overcomes long-distance radio propagation
difﬁculties by routing the radio signal partly over the
internet. It also makes contact with Scouts in remote
locations, where there is no internet, is possible using
a radio link. In fact, combining Echolink with radio,
offers a world-wide net. Let’s see what we can do
with all that for the Sunrise Ceremony and the 50th
JOTA in 2007 ! A glimpse of these plans is presented
towards the end of this report.
Some ﬁrst impressions of the 49th JOTA:
Scouts at Heidenreichstein in Austria attached their
antenna to a 25m high observation tower.
In Bangladesh, Scouts had set up their JOTA station
at the beach of the Bay of Bengal and held an ARDF
tournament.
Scouts in Belize struggled with the language, trying
to explain to their Portuguese brothers how to send
a QSL card.

These are just a few of the highlights of WOSM’s
largest annual activity. The complete overview is in
front of you now. May it serve as an inspiration to
you for JOTA’s Golden Jubilee in 2007!

RICHARD MIDDELKOOP, PA3BAR.
Editor.
20 January 2007.
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1. DE LA PART DE VOTRE REDACTEUR DU JOTA
Voici le rapport du 49e Jamboree-sur-les-Ondes
(JOTA). Cette année nous avons également inclus
des informations sur le JOTI, événement conjoint du
JOTA.

Au Bangladesh, des Scouts ont installé leur station
JOTA sur la plage de la Baie de Bengal et ont organisé
une chasse au renard.
Les Scouts de Bélize ont essayé, non sans mal,
d’expliquer à leurs frères portugais comment envoyer
une carte QSL.
Le Conseil communal de “White Pine” au Canada a
organisé un grand camp JOTA. Clou de l’événement:
il y avait un hélicoptère de police qui tournait
au-dessus du camp en braquant ses feux de
reconnaissance sur les Scouts.
Le satellite radioamateur AO 51 a souvent été utilisé
pendant le JOTA, particulièrement en Inde et au
Soudan.
Les Scouts de Dublin, en Irlande, ont émis depuis la
tour Martello, un ancien site d’expérimentation de
Marconi, tandis que de leur côté les Scouts de Larch
Hill, Mont Melleray et Clontarf entretenaient un
contact d’une heure de temps avec le groupe scout
Karratha au Nord Ouest de l’Australie.
A Malte, un responsable scout, trop occupé par les
contacts radios, en a oublié de manger sa pizza
d’anniversaire.
Au Pays-Bas, la tour d’antenne des pionniers d’un
groupe scout était plus haute que le clocher de
l’église...
A Oman, les Scouts se sont montrés particulièrement
créatifs: ils ont composé une chanson du JOTA et
réalisé un ﬁlm.
Un contact QSO spécial a été établi entre le Portugal
et les Scouts du Brésil. Ils ont démarré sur les ondes
par radio, puis continué avec les systèmes Echolink,
IRC et Skype avec un webcam.
A Irene, en Afrique du Sud, la station radio a été
installée dans des vestiaires construits à l’intérieur
d’un vieux réservoir d’eau de la ville.
Au Soudan dont la station est ST2KSS, les Scouts
ont émis à partir du camp des Scouts marins de l’Ile
Crocodile alimenté par des cellules solaires.
Savez-vous comment installer les câbles de votre
antenne au sommet d’un arbre? Eh bien, demandez
aux Scouts des Etats-Unis: pour cela ils ont fait
appel à un renvoyeur de balles de tennis! Ils ont
aussi constaté que les grils de cuisson pouvaient être
d’excellents radiateurs.

Les JOTA et JOTI diffèrent des autres activités scoutes
dans la mesure où ils rassemblent des milliers de
Scouts et Guides qui ne se déplacent pas mais
restent dans leur propre maison scoute. Ce n’est
donc pas très facile d’avoir une vue d’ensemble sur
les activités qui se déroulent pendant cet événement
et de parler de ressenti, car vous ne pouvez pas vous
promener dans un immense camp scout où vous
rencontrez de nouveaux amis, captez de nouvelles
idées, découvrez de nouvelles informations sur des
Scouts d’autres pays. C’est pourtant l’atmosphère
de cet événement que nous allons tenter de vous
faire partager, grâce aux informations transmises
au Bureau Mondial du Scoutisme – Ofﬁce central,
par les Organisateurs nationaux du JOTA. Cela
a été possible grâce aux groupes scouts qui ont
participé à l’événement et ont fourni les ingrédients
de base. Nous vous remercions donc tous pour les
indications que vous nous avez communiquées sur
votre programme JOTA et les aventures que vous
avez bien voulu partager avec nous.
Les informations sur le JOTI ont été assemblées
et mises en forme par Holger Sickenberg et sont
ajoutées à ce rapport, pays par pays.
Le système Echolink qui permet d’établir des contacts
entre stations radioamateurs et utilisateurs Internet
est de plus en plus populaire. Son principal avantage
est qu’il permet d’établir des contacts radio sur de
très grandes distances, sans avoir à se préoccuper
des conditions de propagation, en re-dirigeant une
partie du signal radio sur Internet. Il est également
possible de contacter des Scouts dans des lieux
reculés n’ayant pas accès à Internet, en utilisant
un lien radio. En fait, en combinant Echolink avec la
radio, on obtient un réseau mondial. Nous tâcherons
d’en faire bon usage lors de la Cérémonie du Lever
du soleil et du 50e JOTA en2007! Un résumé de
différents projets pour 2007 est présenté à la ﬁn de
ce rapport.

Voici quelques anecdotes, prises au hasard, sur
l’une des activités annuelles les plus importantes de
l’OMMS. Ce rapport vous donne une vue d’ensemble
de l’événement. Il sera peut-être pour vous une
source d’inspiration pour le Jubilée d’Or du JOTA en
2007!

Premières impressions du 49e JOTA:
Les Scouts de Heidenreichstein, Autriche ont ﬁxé
leur antenne à une tour d’observation de 25m de
haut.

Richard Middelkoop, PA3BAR
Rédacteur
20 janvier 2007
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3. FIGURES, NUMBERS AND FACTS
To have an idea of the extend of the JOTA weekend, some ﬁgures and numbers can be helpful. E.g. to
convince your supporters that the JOTA is the largest annual WOSM activity. The next pages show you the
numbers taken from the received national reports.

country: non-licensed Scouts are
allowed to speak themselves.

For the 49th JOTA,
Scout radio stations operated from:

number: the number of other
countries that were contacted.
* quoted in this
World JOTA Report.

Figure 1
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7
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6
7
13*
54*
16
2
4*
3
3
2
6*
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Algeria
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbijan
Bahamas
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Bolivia
Bosnia
Brazil
Brunei
Bulgaria
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China Rep.
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Rep.
Denmark
Dominca
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Estonia
Ethiopia

2
13*
15
1
39*
4
12*
2
2
1
1
5
5*
23*
5
9
7
4*
2
22
3
21*
1
4
3
3
3
1
1
1
4
12
1
3
3
3
44*
1

Fiji
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Korea
Kuwait
Latvia
Lebanon
Liberia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia FYR
Madagascar
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mauritius

18*
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
13*
19*
8*
2
1
2
12*
101*
3
1
2
1
6
7*
8*
12
44*
1
7
17
5
3
3
4
11*
20*
3
1
1*
2
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Mexico
Moldavia
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Nepal
Neth. Antilles
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palestinian Auth
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Quatar
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
St Vincent
Sudan
Surinam

2
22*
15
1
12*
4
3
32*
12*
1
1
35*
42*
7
45*
12
9
1

Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Trinidad & Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela
World Bureau HB9S
Yugoslavia
Zimbabwe
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To arrive at a reliable estimate of the total number
of participants, some statistics are needed, since
not all the countries have sent a JOTA report. These
statistics are based on the average participation
numbers of the countries that did sent us a report, on
the membership number of each Scout Association as
registered at the World Scout Bureau and on the list
of countries that were reported as being active in the
event (ﬁgure 1). Guide participation has been added
to the Scout numbers, except where the Association
in the reporting country is a SAGNO. In the latter
case, the Guide participation is calculated using the
registered membership ﬁgures from WAGGGS. All
this leads to the participation numbers presented in
ﬁgure 1.

Of all the JOTA stations, 90% are in countries that
do allow Scouts to speak themselves directly over
the radio, again an increase over last year. Countries
without direct speech agreement are starting to be
an exception here too. If you are in one of those,
please contact the World JOTA Organizer to see if a
dialogue with the authorities in your country can be
started to resolve the issue for your Scouts during
JOTA. Figure 3 has the details.
In 93% of all received reports, the NJO’s indicated
that they used the Radio-Scouting website on the
WOSM server to get their JOTA information. The Jcode was used by 40% of all countries, which is also
a small decrease over last year. The Echolink system
was used by 50% of all stations.

total participants: 536656
JOTA radio stations: 6080
radio amateurs: 13736
visitors: 39496
active countries: 132

As for the JOTA reports, the number of national JOTA
organizers that sent theirs on a computer disk, via
packet-radio or via email, increased again to reach
a remarkable 93%. It is fair to say that nearly all
national reports now arrive via electronic means.
Sending things by normal mail service is still possible,
but is more and more becoming an exception. As a
bonus, almost all reports arrived on time, making it
a lot easier for your editor to keep the publication
deadline. Have a look at the numbers in ﬁgure 2.

Use of different modes during the 49th Jamboree On The Air

Figure 3

Figure 2
Percentage of national JOTA
reports sent by email and
percentage containing the
ofﬁcial report form

©WOSM / V Ortega / SUI 2006

Clearly, the electronic report form increased in
popularity, although it was received rather late with
the JOTA information package; the downloadable
version from the web compensated this, as we
received it with 83% of all the reports (as opposed
to 61% last year).
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Figure 5 shows the details of the participation in the
JOTA over the last decade. In this ﬁgure we have
included the participants using both Echolink and
Radio during the weekend. Although the absolute
numbers of Echolink users are not that big yet, you
can see a notable effect on the number of countries
that was reached; Echolink makes contacts possible
where radio propagation fails in some instances.
The total participation numbers are steadily on the
rise, and we count numbers over half-a-million
again. The number of received National JOTA Reports
remained around 40. But the number of participating
countries even beats last years record and reached
132!

Figure 4 shows the number of participating Scouts
and Guides as a percentage of the total membership
in their country.
Using a relative number makes it easier to compare
the participation in different countries. Please note
that we have used a logarithmic scale in this graph.
That means that both small and large numbers can
be displayed in the same picture. In comparing
them, please read the scale numbers. JOTA is not
a competition and these ﬁgures merely indicate that
there are differences in interest, organization and
reporting in these countries. Local circumstances
can vary quite a bit.

Figure 4

The number of participants is shown as a column,
related to the axis on the right hand side. The two
lines show the number of countries taking part and
the number of National JOTA reports received by the
World Scout Bureau. These lines correspond to the
axis on the left-hand side

Percentage (%) of Scouts
per country taking part in
the JOTA
(Note: logarithmic scale!)
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JOTA participation
over the last decade.

Figure 5

A complete overview of 35 years of JOTA history has been compiled by Len Jarrett, the former World JOTA Organizer,
and was published in 1992: “The JOTA story, 35 years of Scouting’s Worldwide Jamboree-on-the-Air”. In 2007, a new
edition will be published that covers all 50 years of JOTA. From Len’s book, we read the following:

40 years ago:
the 9th JOTA,
22–23 October
1966.
Ideal conditions reported,
but JOTA clashed with the CQ
amateur radio contest, despite
our early notiﬁcation of dates.
Discussions with CQ Magazine
and ARRL to try to avoid
recurrence.

25 years ago:
the 24th JOTA,
17-18 October
1981.
A letter from Poland lists 81
call signs of “Scout” stations
taking part in JOTA. Seventyeight “radio” countries
participated this year, and the
World Report challenges readers
to have 100 countries in 1982,
the 25th anniversary of JOTA
and the 75th anniversary of
Scouting (25+75=100).

9
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4. JOTA PRESS
The JOTA is a major public-relations event for the Scout Movement as well. There is a large number of visitors
that gets acquainted with JOTA and Scouting each year. The event also catches the attention of local and
national authorities, as they are often asked to deliver the ofﬁcial national opening speech. Add all the media
coverage of the JOTA and you have ample opportunity to promote Scouting.
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total participants: 536656
JOTA radio stations: 6080

visitors: 39496
active countries: 132
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5. THE 10TH JOTI
I very well remember my ﬁrst Jamboree-On-The-Internet (JOTI) participation together with some other leaders
of my local Scout group. At that time it was quite expensive to connect to the internet from home, the bandwidth
was low and just a few people were connected. We managed to participate from a computer room at the local
university. That enabled us to stay online as long as we wanted without having to pay for it. In addition everybody
had their own computer and were well connected. For most of the Scout leaders as well as for me, it was the
ﬁrst time chatting via the internet. Some of us had not seen a website before. So we all were quite excited!

At that time a contact to a foreign Scout was something very special. Although there had been international
Scout camps at that time, only a few Scouts were able to take part in such camps but no one from our group
so far. So it was a great feeling when we joined the ﬁrst chat channel and were in contact with Scouts from
other countries. And although we intended to take part for just a few hours, we stayed till deep in the night.
It is very interesting that ten years later this event has not lost any of it’s charm. Although most of the Scouts
today have grown up with the internet, the JOTI is still an interesting and popular event. The number of this
year’s participants shows that more Scouts took part in 2006 than ever before. It would be quite interesting
to see if this interest continues in future.

Registrations in JOTA-JOTI Database:

Year
Groups
Single Scouts
Countries

2000
472
936
87

2001
561
1159
98

2002
472
1589
93

2003
621
2700
105

2004
547
3176
120

2005
853
4814
128

2006
1172
4549
121

In 2006 the JOTA and JOTI made another step towards becoming a common event. The 7th European Radio
Scouting and Internet Seminar (ERSIS) in Oslo/Norway has decided to use the spelling “JOTA-JOTI” for all it’s
publications in the future. Furthermore the discussion of a common worldwide JOTA-JOTI registration system
was started.
In order to enable this registration system, some new members joined the volunteer world JOTI webteam:
Jan Kluiver and Mark Kuiphuis from the Netherlands as well as Sherif R. Saad from Egypt. The team was
supported by a lot of translators, and a lot of people have taken responsibility for a country or language. With
the help of all of them, we were able to run a common world registration system that kept the status quo of
the Contact Database form joti.org from last year. Support for JOTA participants has been added, as well as
the new weblog. The heart of the new system is a function that enables the National JOTA-JOTI Organizers to
add their own form to the registration process.
In the past, registration was often done via postal mail, but nowadays online systems have become more
popular. To prevent participants from registering in two different systems, the idea of having a common
system was born. This common system was developed for the 2006 JOTA-JOTI and passed it’s live test.
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When a Scout or Scout group is registering using
the online form, the system collects a series of
information about them for world and national
levels.
After a successful registration an account is created
in the World JOTA-JOTI Database. With that
account, Scouts or Scout groups are able to use
a bunch of services that make communication to
other participants much easier. They, for example,
can search for the location of other stations and can
get additional contact details like e-mail addresses,
radio call signs, or IRC nicknames. Furthermore, they
can validate a JOTA-JOTI contact by special online
cards, generate their own participation certiﬁcates
and get a special e-mail address that prevents you
from being bothered by junk mails later.
Another comfortable service is a weblog area where
groups can document their participation details. A
weblog is an online diary which is displayed in journal
style on a website. Reports and photos can be added
here as well as special JOTA-JOTI information like
the longest or most interesting connections.

Used Services from JOTI Database:
Year

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

E-Mail Addresses

629

829

1159

990

1115

1504

4183

Entries in
Guestbook

421

377

421

481

754

1087

-

2146

4125

5013

6867

8151

JOTI Validation
Cards

The highlight however was the possibility to display the location of other JOTA-JOTI stations within GoogleEarth,
a digital globe, where you can zoom in and out and display locations from the satellites view. The new system
is enhanceable, so it’s quite easy to add new services. For the upcoming JOTA-JOTI the implementation of
further features is planed.
Communication happened mainly by Internet Relay Chat (IRC), e-Mail and voice chat (TeamSpeak). This year
we could also discover an increasing number of stations that again, thanks to the software TeamSpeak, were
able to talk directly to other Scouts. Similar to IRC, there are different language channels available which can
be joined by participants. A conversation is possible between all the Scouts within such a channel.
During the weekend the World JOTI Station in Satigny was online via Voice Chat too, but unfortunatelly the
internet connection was sometimes overloaded, so the talks were often interrupted. We are looking forward
to having a better internet connection next year.
All IRC and TeamSpeak services were again provided and monitored by ScoutLink-volunteers. I’m very happy
to be able to count on the knowledge and work of these fellow Scouts, and I’m looking forward to further
cooperation. Many thanks to everybody for making JOTA-JOTI 2006 such a big success! I hope we can count
on your help in 2007 as well.

HOLGER “HOLGI” SICKENBERG
World JOTI Organizer
hsickenberg@scout.org
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Connections to ScoutLink:
country

connections

masks

hostmasks

hosts

Algeria

144

97

34

10

Antigua&Barbuda

10

6

3

1

Argentina

1322

700

373

265

Aruba

153

57

22

17

Australia

17984

8421

2413

1351

Austria

188

88

53

42

Azerbaijan

7

5

3

3

Barbados

13

5

4

4

Belgium

514

260

168

50

Belize

108

41

3

3

Bolivia

1133

620

364

180

Bosnia&Herzegowina

6

2

2

1

Brazil

5039

2033

1001

520

Brunei Darussalam

340

71

13

4

Bulgaria

1

1

1

1

Cameroon

1

1

1

1

Canada

2883

1199

434

267

Cape Verde

2

1

1

1

Chile

1399

819

305

173

China

31

23

15

11

Colombia

949

480

210

162

Congo (Zaire)

1

1

1

1

Costa Rica

406

241

72

54

Croatia, Hrvatska

981

421

242

180

Cyprus

383

128

52

28

Czech Republic

1039

453

151

88

Denmark

5506

2112

627

246

Dominic. Republic

662

396

120

47

Ecuador

69

40

20

17

Egypt

323

159

122

101

El Salvador

305

203

68

18

Estonia

3

3

1

1

Europe

306

65

4

3

Faroe Islands

35

22

7

5

Finland

2812

1113

501

241

France

1099

368

156

91

Germany

6396

3094

1372

710

Great Britain

7684

3319

993

601

Greece

475

266

183

129

Greenland

2

2

1

1

Guam

4

4

1

1

Guatemala

33

16

4

3

Guyana

20

15

8

7

Honduras

76

39

14

13

Hong Kong

157

73

45

37

Hungary

105

52

35

32

Iceland

462

152

36

23

India

209

169

109

102

Indonesia

1064

548

303

119

Iran

2

2

2

2

Ireland

120

64

33

29
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Israel

9

4

2

Italy

3742

1795

978

610

Ivory Coast

148

93

17

17

Jamaica

13

5

2

2

Japan

72

43

38

31

Kazakhstan

19

8

7

6

Kuwait

270

52

19

3

Lao

5

5

1

1

Libya

1

1

1

1

Lithuania

17

15

13

9

Luxembourg

1043

476

259

99

Macao

14

7

6

6

Macedonia

23

12

8

8

Madagascar

7

5

5

2

Malaysia

1142

521

314

150

Maldives

51

17

15

8

Malta

1453

619

204

92

Mauritius

751

538

241

95

Mexico

2529

1068

510

390

Moldova

1

1

1

1

Morocco

3

3

3

3

Namibia

370

105

40

4

Nepal

24

20

7

5

Netherlands

50239

20749

5959

1298

Netherlands Antilles

513

81

23

17

New Zealand

3250

1474

633

434

Nicaragua

2

2

1

1

Nigeria

149

45

3

2

Norway

13212

5393

1306

463

Oman

769

414

205

139

Pakistan

225

110

60

34

Panama

333

118

42

11

Paraguay

29

19

7

3

Peru

4125

1780

891

416

Phillipines

595

382

116

42

Poland

435

166

118

77

Portugal

14349

5431

1936

1000

Puerto Rico

1347

521

161

81

Romania

219

82

54

42

Russia

815

356

240

164

St.Vincent&Grenadines

1

1

1

1

Satellite Connection

7

4

4

3

Saudi-Arabia

109

80

31

24

Senegal

59

27

22

7

Serbia&Montenegro

824

372

185

127

Seychelles

3

1

1

1

Singapore

34

24

17

16

Slovakia

279

91

43

31

Slovenia

172

100

48

42

South Africa

1431

779

225

107

South Korea

31

23

12

7

Spain

1606

783

367

160

17

2
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Sri Lanka (Ceylon)

44

30

25

12

Suriname

127

72

64

14

Sweden

7895

4030

1005

369

Switzerland

3080

1411

505

267

Taiwan

1114

623

115

72

Tanzania

5

5

1

1

Thailand

5

3

2

2

Trinidad&Tobago

17

13

8

8

Tunisia

28

16

5

3

Turkey

638

249

63

35

Ukraine

13

2

2

1

United Arab Emirates

1

1

1

1

USA

3381

1757

815

513

US Virgin Islands

5

5

5

5

Uruguay

205

74

35

30

Venezuela

11038

5317

2962

645

Yemen

1

1

1

1

Zimbabwe

22

9

5

5

unknown

9817

5291

2717

1506

sum

197454

86909

31727

14276
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6. JOTA-JOTI REPORTS FROM COUNTRIES
Note:
Indicated per country you will ﬁnd the numbers of participants, of JOTA radio stations, of entries into the
database and the number of different countries that were contacted. A question mark “?” indicates that the
numbers were not available in the national report.

ARGENTINA (LU, .AR)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 93
JOTA participants: 932
stations: 20
countries: 9
JOTI participants:162
countries: 26

The longest contact was made by the Scout group
Nuestra Señora de las Nieves in Ushuaia, Tierra del
Fuego with TI4DF Manada Scout group GS 171 in
Costa Rica.
LU9BSA, the ofﬁcial station of Scouts de Argentina,
ofﬁcially opened the JOTA at 21:00 hrs, with the
participation of several radio Scout stations. The
transmission was also sent via phone-patch, via
LU3QG from Naval Base Port Belgrano Bs. Ace.

“Hola, hola,
aqui Maria.

“This year we experimented with Echolink”, said
Alejandro Afonso, with the collaboration of LU8DMA,
in the locality of San Miguel Bs. Ace. We did not
receive reports from the Scout groups that used this
system, but we are conﬁdent that next year, the use
will spread, and increase the participation.
The Scout group Gallic Gral. Lavalle also took part;
it is the ﬁrst Scout group in the Republica Argentina,
since 1908. Their boys operated all the night. Also
present was the Scout group Nuestra Señora de las
Nievas of the city of Ushuaia, the most southern city
in the world.
The stations communicated mainly with Scouts in
Argentina, some, according to their geographic
location, and better equipment could obtain contacts
with other countries; the boys who made contact
via these means, commented that it is interesting
to be able to talk with other brother Scouts at a
large distance. They interchange mail, and they
commented on the daily activities in their groups.

Hola, hola, aqui...

¿Como te llamas?
Cambio”.

I think
this cable
goes here
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This year, on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of
Scouts de Argentina, we made a certiﬁcate plaque
for the amateur radio community, because their
support and that of the their radio clubs, is greater
every year, with support to the boys, encouraging
them to participate in a course to obtain an amateur
radio license.

©WOSM / V Ortega / SUI 2006

On the website of Scouts de Argentina it was very
well explained how to take part in the JOTI. Due to
the fact that several stations were already online.
This is a good example that often just a small hint is
needed to get new participants.
Virginia Azcárate, leader of the girl group, investigated
and prepared participation of Group 0865 “Virgin of
the Hill” District 02 Zone 20. When the station was
organized, of course the boy group were keen on
taking part as well. First the girls taught the boys
the rules and how to take part. Then all together – 5
leaders, 22 Guides and Scouts – made contacts in 17
different countries.

AUSTRIA (OE, .AT)
JOTA-JOTI DB:21
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 209
STATIONS: 7
COUNTRIES: 31
JOTI PARTICIPANTS:138
COUNTRIES: 4

The radio club in Heidenreichstein kept their promise
and made JOTA possible for the Scout Group Gmund
during the fall camp. The group decided that the
nature park Blockheide was a suitable location
for their station OE3XHA. “It already had a good
infrastructure available”, writes Ernst Tomaschek. In
the early morning, in the fog and cold, the Scouts
started to mount the station. But the spirits were
high, as warmer weather was predicted. It was fun
to install the G5RV antenna. It had never been so
high up, as the mounting point was on a 25 m high
observation tower. The equipment was installed in
a large hangar tent, that the Scout had put up as
well.

Scout engineered
antenna mast at
Heidenreichstein.

A special contact to the Scouts was the one with
OE9LZV, who lives at the highest farm in Voralberg,
at 1700 m asl. He spent a lot of time speaking with
the Scouts and telling them about his life as a farmer
on the mountain.

The temperature during the night went down to 3°
C, but the Scouts kept on running the radio station,
with the motto “what doesn’t kill us, makes us
stronger”. Steadily the station became more quiet,
until the next morning when a contact with HB9S in
Geneva was made.
The temperature rose to 20° C and we enjoyed a
nice warm day with a visit from the Cub Scouts. All
good things come to an end some time, and we had
to take down the station on the Sunday afternoon.
Many contacts had been made and the activity was a
great success! It was a pity that there was a German
contest that made it impossible to use the 40 m band
and to listen to the National transmission of OE1J.
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BANGLADESH (S21, .BD)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 4
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 300
STATIONS: 3
COUNTRIES: 8
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 20
COUNTRIES: 9

Starting the fox hunt
tournament

The
semaphore
game

Aminul Kawser says that this years activities were
divided into two parts; a base camp and an out-reach
programme. 150 boys and girls were in a base camp
on the sea beach of the Bay of Bengal in Coxbazar.
Scouts & Rovers practised semaphore signals with a
ﬂag, and took part in an ARDF tournament.
In the out-reach programme, 200 Scouts participated
from our S21SHQ JOTA mobile in an almost vintage
jeep in a remote village. One Scout group (Chokoria
Upazila Scouts) talked from the S21SHQ mobile
station to an Indian station.

BELIZE (V31, .BZ)
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 150
STATIONS: 1
COUNTRIES: 4
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 230
COUNTRIES: 44

The youth program commissioner addressed all
participants, and encouraged all to participate in
this type of event next year because 2007 marks
100 years of the Scout Movement. The most exiting
contact was established with an Arabic Scout,
learning about the culture and traditions.
Alejandro Tovar writes: “try explaining to one Scout
from Portugal how to dowload a program from a
speciﬁc site: the person asks me how download a
picture? What picture? This is a programme, so I
explain it again. And again the Scout insists how to
dowload the picture? Jajajaj, the Scout is looking for
a QSL card for his collection!”
The JOTA participants were very enthusiastic. They
came early to learn how to use the chat client.
Thanks to a sponsor, the lab now has 24 computers
which where all used heavily during the weekend.
At the closing, badges, certiﬁcates and QSL cards
were given to the participants.
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The sponsored
computer in
heavy use
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BRAZIL (PY, .BR)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 89
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 14560
STATIONS: 388
COUNTRIES: ?

Ssss, I hear
some one

It was amazing to take part in the 49th JOTA. The
Brazilian theme was “The Family”, including our own
families and the whole Scout family. So, we invited
some Scout Radioamateurs that are living or working
abroad, to use their stations to get in touch with our
“family”. Glauber Viana PS7EB was in Port-au-Prince,
the capital of Haiti, as a soldier belonging to the UN
Peace Force. He invited some Scouts to get to know
JOTA and to take part in his station and they really
loved it. Ronaldo Figueiredo was in Santiago, Chile,
working as an engineer. He also invited Scouts from
Chile to take part with him.
We also had a great activity through Echolink.
Nowadays, most of our JOTA operators are Scouts
and they got their own licence to take part in this
fantastic weekend, writes Ronan Reginatto. We
invited the popular young singers Sandy & Jr to send
a video message to our Scouts, talking about the
importance of family.

The groups invited their parents to have lunch with
them at their headquarters at the end of the JOTA,
and it was also a nice chance to live the spirit of
family.
During the activity, we put our web radio on-theair, 24 hours per day, giving information to Brazilian
Scouts. After the JOTA, we received many messages
and reports saying that the activity was amazing
and that they will be ready to take part in the 50th
Jamboree-On-The-Air.

Scouts up high...

But the best surprise came after JOTA, when the
Brazilian Government changed the amateur radio
regulation and included UEB Scout Units in the text
of the law, as institutions that are able to ask for
Station Licences, saying in this way that Radio
Scouting is contributing a lot to amateur radio life
and history.

Now you have
a go...!
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Ready for
the fox hunt

CANADA (VE, .CA)
JOTA-JOTI DB:64
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 660
STATIONS: ?
COUNTRIES: 6

The participating stations reached a total of six
countries. “Several groups reported that there were
atmospheric conditions that made it difﬁcult to reach
outside North America”, says Lena Wong.
The 1st Vancouver Scouts from British Columbia
hosted the North Shore JOTA event. Several portable
stations were established at Ambleside Beach where
the Scouts could chat with counterparts via VHF,
UHF, HF as well as satellite frequencies operating
on emergency or battery power. The North Shore
Emergency Communications Team assisted in
the event and the group expressed thanks and
appreciation to the Mayors of West Vancouver, and
North Vancouver as well as the radio operators who
made themselves available for the event.
The 4th Orleans Scout Troop in Ottawa, Ontario, had
a great event and forwarded their thanks to the radio
amateur who set up a station for them at camp.
In Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, the 1st Porter
Creek Venturers attended a full day session. They
usually camp out in winter conditions but this year
they experienced wet and muddy weather with
temperatures ﬂuctuating from -3 to +3º C with all
kinds of precipitation and high winds. The station
was able to make a total of 43 contacts, most of
them in the USA. The group particularly wants to
thank J. Allen who has operated a station for them
for the last 12 years.
Kanata, Ontario saw the participation of the 7th
Kanata Cubs. Scouter Christian Bisaillion, who is also
a radio amateur, set up a station in his backyard
and invited the group to attend. Their contacts were
mostly fairly local but they did reach a station in
Quebec City and one in Illinois (USA). Chris was
surprised to make contact with a station in Blackburn
Hamlet a few kilometres from Kanata whose name
was also Christian and who used exactly the same
radio, a Kenwood TSD-520SE from the early 1980s.
The 1st Shilo Scouts in Brandon, Manitoba had
a great time. They reported having contacted the
World Bureau Station as well as the 1st Porter Creek
Venturers in Whitehorse.
In Edmonton, Alberta, several groups got together
at a very successful event hosted by the 72nd
Strathearn United Church A Group. They are already
planning another JOTA adventure for 2007.

At Applehill Scout Reserve near Ottawa, Ontario,
the 1st Lancaster Scouts hosted several groups
ranging from Beavers to Rovers. The count was 121
participants (including radio operators). The camp
theme was a “NO PROGRAM” camp to encourage
campers to take advantage of the Scout Reserve’s
outdoor assets to improve Scouting skills. Leaders
were asked to bring an activity to share and/or run
their own outdoor program to be supplemented
with JOTA participation. The weather was cold but
this did not deter the campers. Due to atmospheric
conditions the contacts were limited and primarily
concentrated on South Carolina in the USA.
Canada’s biggest JOTA event was organized by the
White Pine Council and attracted 412 participants
which included a number of Girl Guides members.
The fun started Friday night with a screening of the
movie “Monster House” which was well received by
youth and adults. Toucs (the mascot for the 11th
Canadian Jamboree) attended the event and had
his photo taken with several participants. The Camp
offered many activities in addition to JOTA, some
of these were: Mega Hockey, First Aid Orienteering,
Javelin Toss, Mega Earth Ball, Zip Line and many
more. Saturday afternoon offered a pizza making
competition which had the organizers turn away a
surplus of volunteer judges. That evening campers
were entertained by a Karaoke Competition hosted
by Venturers as well as a local live band who were
well received. The evening was topped off with a
ﬁreworks display and a ﬂy-over by a police helicopter
which lit up the site with a high beam search light.
There were also displays of ﬁre engines, Hot Rod
Cars and a badge trading area.
The O’Leary Scouts of Prince Edward Island were
lucky enough to make a contact in the Czech Republic
as well as several in the USA and Canada. They had
an enjoyable event but did ﬁnd that atmospheric
conditions caused problems.
In Iroquois Falls, Northern Ontario, a small group
enjoyed several activities including a live fox hunt,
investiture and the Halloween Terror Room as well
as their radio contacts.
“While Canadian numbers were down at a total of
660 participants, JOTA was thoroughly enjoyed by
those who attended events across the country”,
concluded Lena.
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CZECH REPUBLIC (OK, .CZ)
JOTA-JOTI DB:86
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: ?
STATIONS: ?
COUNTRIES: ?

reaching
far
and
beyond

The station OK1DG of the old-Scouts radio club
“Karel Ort” participated in the JOTA and contacted
54 different countries.

CHILE (CE, .CL)
JOTA-JOTI DB :58
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 1500
STATIONS: 19
COUNTRIES: 13

In the city of Arica, in the north of the country, the
leaders organized one station that united all the
boys of the Chilean North. They shared workshops
of electronics and radio.
The contacts this year were varied; we can of course
mention one made with the Japanese station 8J1S
and the contact in Echolink with the World Scout
Bureau, HB9S.
“The team of CE3JAM were disappointed at not being
able to connect with Echolink; it was complicated by
the limited possibilities of the old ofﬁce building in
which we were”, writes Isabel Carreño. On Saturday
night we had a barbecue for the operators to thank
them for their hard work.

CHINA (BV, .TW)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 30
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 4800
STATIONS: 36
COUNTRIES: 9
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 1850
COUNTRIES: 9

Timk Kuo writes: “this year, we set up 18 JOTA
stations around the country. Each station provided
Scouts or visitors with the opportunity to learn how
to use ham radio, morse code and talk to others on
the air. Scouts also earned merit badges during the
JOTA weekend.
Not just connecting to other Scouts and chatting
with them, but also learning about computer science
and the internet, were on the agenda for some JOTI
stations. Afterwards the Scouts played games like an
internet quiz. The Scout unit in Tongguang, KwangJo took part for the ﬁrst time. This was possible
thanks to the sponsorship of a Businessman School
in the same town.

Outdoor JOTI station
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CYPRUS (5B4, .CY)
JOTA-JOTI DB:10
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 1500
STATIONS: 10
COUNTRIES: 13

Ten Cyprus Scout Stations were active this year,
says Erricos Lanitis, but the conditions were not so
good, so not many QSOs were done. But the boys
still liked the activity through the radio.
Three Scout groups have their own HF transceivers
and installations and hope to use them often. The
chief Commissioner’s message this year was: “Scout
Greetings and 73s From the Chief Commissioner of
Cyprus”.

Participation cards were printed and handed over to
the ten JOTA Stations. VHF was also active for all
stations in Cyprus and many thanks goes to the
Cyprus Amateur Radio Society who allowed the use
of their two repeaters for the JOTA activity and for
their members operating the stations.

Ready for JOTA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
(HI, .DO)
JOTA-JOTI DB:15
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 21
STATIONS: 1
COUNTRIES: 4
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 65
COUNTRIES: 60

Rafael Martinez writes that group 21 took part in the
JOTA and exchanged addresses, information about
their location, city, town etc.. They talked about the
colors of the neckerchiefs of the groups, spoke about
the colors of patrols’ ﬂags and identiﬁed as members
of the Cub-Scout section and the Scout unit.
Also group 21 sang a few songs to their contacts.
Group 5 and 7 spent all night at Dominican Scout

Association, writes Julio Cesar Delgado. Beside
chatting they played games and sang songs. Group
5 cooked the typical Dominican meal “Yaniqueque”
for all participants. So nobody had to be hungry.

ESTONIA (ES, .EE)
JOTA-JOTI DB:10
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 17
STATIONS: 1
COUNTRIES: 6

Learning radio basics, Morse, J-code, practising
radio communication with hand-held stations, were
amongst the activities in the JOTA weekend. We also
had a good-time in the evening with games, tricks
and a Scout movie, writes Deivis Treier.
On 22 October we made contact with a Ukrainian
JOTA station. For these Scouts, we were their ﬁrst
contact during the JOTA weekend and they were
very happy for this.

During the morning we had many problems because
of a radio amateur contest in Germany. We switched
our station to 500W to power up the communication
with JOTA stations. After 11 UTC our operator
listened to the band and noticed that the German
contest had changed frequencies. After that, the
quality was a lot better.
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FINLAND (OH, .FI)
JOTA-JOTI DB:35
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 70
STATIONS: 25
COUNTRIES: 16
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 1000
COUNTRIES: 76

Several stations were on the air this year. Some
stations were combined with JOTI-activities, but
mainly they were JOTA-only. Stations were built up
in varying locations. Some were situated in Scout
meeting locales, some were at school and some
were in the wildernes where electricity came from
batteries or generators.

This year the radio conditions were not ideal, so
the amount of contacts made was a little less than
previous years, writes Jussi Vaittinen.
Some JOTI stations played board and other games
via the Internet, tells Anita Isokääntä. Since that
was popular, a special #suomi game channel was
opened. Another station used “spanglish”, since they
could not ﬁnd “an ofﬁcial” common language to talk
to each other. It’s not sure if they ﬁnally succeeded
in swapping patches. ;-)

GERMANY (DL, .DE)
JOTA-JOTI DB:114
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 425
STATIONS: 30
COUNTRIES: 39
JOTI PARTICIPANTS:114
COUNTRIES: 55

In 2006, the JOTA was the highlight of the yearly
programme of the German Scout Federation, writes
Jochen Sulovski, the new DPSG NJO who took over
from Klaus Sperling. Also the VCP saw a changeover in NJO after the leave of Günter Erdmann.
Michel Kohlert took over the job. Thanks to both of
these dedicated radio-Scouters for their enthusiasm
and many hours of work each year, over the past
decades.

so, mal sehen
was jetzt
passiert...

Fox hunting at night

A preparation JOTA-JOTI weekend was held in
Gengenbach, together with radio-Scouts from
Switzerland and Austria, all in German. Mutual
activities were prepared.
Germany was the “guinea pig” of the World JOTAJOTI Registration System. They collected national
information from all their participants as well.
An electronic kit was made available for Scouts to
construct things themselves over the JOTA-JOTI
weekend. It was developed together with the youth
deparment of the German amateur radio club DARC.
The kit consisted of a bright LED ﬂashlight with some
built-in clever electronics to save battery power.
Other activities were on offer as well: communications
games, a packet-radio puzzle and a sked game. The
German-speaking sked was led by the DARC station
in Baunatal on the Saturday.
The DPSG group from Kirchdorf even tranported their
whole station to Austria to take part in JOTA from
there in an “international setting”. Other groups
have made arrangments to meet their radio friends
at the World Scout Jamboree in the UK in 2007.
To summarize, writes Jochen, we can state that the
radio and internet Scouting activities in Germany are
very succesfull, in particular the co-operation with
the amateur radio club DARC. This gives us a good
basis for 2007.
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GREECE (SV, .GR)
JOTA-JOTI DB:26
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 1000
STATIONS: 20
COUNTRIES: 9
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No further details
in the report.

HONG KONG (VR, .HK)
JOTA-JOTI DB:9
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: ?
STATIONS: 3
COUNTRIES: 2

VR2AJA operated during
weekend with 6 operators.

the

Hello, I am
Lin. Can you
hear me?

JOTA

HUNGARY (HA, .HU)
JOTA-JOTI DB:37
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 4
STATIONS: 43
COUNTRIES: 23
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 65
COUNTRIES: 19

Four radio stations represented the Hungarian
Scout Association, reports Tibor VÉGH. HA5MCS,J
is the radio station of our Association. Others
were HA5YI,J, HA5FQ,J and HA2ECM. There were
connections with 23 countries.
Gábor Babos promoted JOTI in Hungary very well
and worked hard in getting feedback. Thanks to
that, the number of participants increased in 2006.

INDIA (VU2, .IN)
JOTA-JOTI DB:90
PARTICIPANTS: ?
STATIONS: ?
COUNTRIES: ?

This year the Lions International Ham Club equipped
the Sri Chamundi Scout Group in Bangalore with
the station VU2LCI, writes Lion Ajoy. It was also a
celebration of 88 years of the inception of the Bharat
Scouts and Guides Movement in India.

The Chamundi
Scouts ready
for the next
contact

The festival of light, Deepavali, coincided with
JOTA, so the whole weekend was a mixture of
celebrations.
We were lucky to make a contact with the World
Scout Bureau radio station HB9S, operated by Banda,
as well as with 8J1S the Scout Association in Tokyo
and PY1IBM the UEB-RJ Boy Scout group in Brazil.
We did pass greetings of our Karnataka State Scout
Commissioner, Shri Kondajii Shanmukhappa.
We could also make contact via the amateur radio
sattelites AO51 and VO52. We spoke with VU3LLE
at the Little-Lilly English School, with the assistance
of Shri Ramesh, president of AMSAT India and the
principal of the school.

Furthermore, we spoke with Scouts in Sri Lanka,
4S7YL, at the Banladesh Scout headquarters S21SHQ,
the Maladives 8Q7SJ and other Indian stations in
Shimoga, Magalore, Mumbai and New Dehli. Another
rare rare contact was with AT6MYL, a special event
station on the occasion of the International Young
Ladies Meeting in Mumbai.
We are lokking forward taking part in the Golden
Jubilee 50th JOTA next year, writes Ajoy, with plans
to bring out our special postal cover.
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IRELAND (EI, .IE)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 13
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 280
STATIONS: 8
COUNTRIES: 4

The longest contact was made by Mount Melleray
Campsite, EI5SI, over 14,160 km with Scouts in
Karratha NW Australia.
The headquarter station operated from the Larch Hill
National Campsite in the Dublin mountains, using its
club call sign EI3SI. Also in the greater Dublin area,
the 17th Dublin (Dalkey), 66th Dublin (Clonfarf)
and 4th Wicklow Scout groups participated for the
ﬁrst time in many years. JOTA veterans, the 132nd
Dublin (Bayside) Scout group again operated from
the Martello tower on Howth head, a former Marconi
test site, which is now a vintage radio museum,
writes Sean O’Suilleabhain.
Outside the greater Dublin area, Scouts visiting the
Mount Melleray Scout Centre in the Knockmealdown
mountains, operated from the centre’s shack for
the weekend. Scouts from the 4th Tyrone (Omagh),

participating in JOTA for the ﬁst time, camped near
the shack of a local amateur radio club. Veteran JOTA
“Sea Dogs”, the 2nd Kerry, Port of Tralee Sea Scouts
operated from the local sailing club. Amongst the
2nd Kerry’s honoured guests was the Chief Scout.
Some stations included kit building projects in their
JOTA programmes. The Ttralee Sea Sscouts hosted
an exhibition of vintage Morse keys. In addition to
voice, modes in use at the various stations included
psk and aprs. All stations reported difﬁcult conditions
on the HF bands. Fortunately most JOTA stations
were in range of an irlp node, which enabled clear
QSO’s across the globe.
The best contact heard on the airwaves was a
four way QSO between the JOTA stations in Larch
Hill, Mount Melleray and Clontarf on Saturday with
the Karratha Scout group in NW Aaustralia. This
contact lasted two hours and Scouts from Clontarf
also contacted the Karratha group again on Sunday
where they spoke with each other for another 45
minutes.
“Along with Echolink, irlp should also be promoted,
as both modes are underveloped in Ireland” says
Sean.

JAPAN (JA, .JP)
JOTA-JOTI DB:15
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 484
STATIONS: 58
COUNTRIES: 21
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 445
COUNTRIES: 3

The longest Scout radio contact was made by the
33rd Akita Scout Group (JE7YSS) over a distance
of 10,479 km with the Khartoum Sea Scout Group
in Sudan.
The Amateur Radio Club of the Scout Association of
Japan (JA1YSS) has licensed their two special radio
call signs “8J1S and 8J100S” for the JOTA and the
100th anniversary celebration of World Scouting in
2007, writes Yoritake Matsudaira.

Learning a
Morse code
message

During the 49th JOTA, 8J1S operated at National
Headquarters of the Scout Association of Japan,
Nitaka-city, Tokyo, and 8J100S operated at the
Chiba Scout Council.

Soyanara,
I am Miki
and speaking
to you from
our camp site

JA1YSS members operated 8J1S with 15 operators.
They could contact more than 200 Scout stations
from 10 countries during the JOTA-JOTI. Some
stations tried to communicate by Echolink, E-mail
and Internet chat.
Before the JOTA-JOTI, the Scout Association
circulated the information to Scouts and leaders
through our local Scout Councils and Scouting
magazines.
The club members of the NHQ station had a meeting
during the JARL Ham Fair in August 2006.
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MALTA (9H, .MT)
JOTA-JOTI DB:15
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: ?
STATIONS: ?
COUNTRIES: ?
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 15
COUNTRIES: 40

JOTA contacts
all around the
world
David Schembri sent us the following JOTA story of
the Fgura Scout group.
At last the much-awaited day is here. We met
at 5:00pm at our Scout store and picked up all
equipment needed for our JOTA weekend. Our GSL
and the radio amateur together with the radio- and
computer equipment were already waiting for us at
the Rinella South District Scout Centre at Kalkara.
Soon everyone put all hands on deck and Ventures,
Rovers, Leaders and radio amateurs were busy
installing all equipment. We managed to put up two
radio antennas which enabled us to start transmitting
and receiving. Finally at around 11:30pm everything
was installed.
Our GSL had his birthday on the Friday. We planned
to buy take-away food to avoid the hassle of cooking.
His wife got him a pizza at 7:00pm and a chocolate
cake to share with the others. He was so busy all over
the place that he asked his wife to start giving out
the cake to the others. By the time he got a rest, at
about 11:00 pm, the pizza had become rubbery and
the only cake remaining had to be scraped from the
container bottom. His comment was: “Some spend
there birthday in a comfortable relaxing place and
have nice dinners, I had lots of work and a rubbery
cold pizza for a meal, but I love it!”

listen to
the Azores
Scout
contact

The 2nd day of the Jamboree started with a rise and
shine call by ASL Joseph. Some Scouts were already
up as we had rosters set throughout the night to
continue making contacts in order to reach countries
with time differences.

discover such a place. The Azores are an archipelago
of Portuguese islands in the Atlantic Ocean, about
1,500 km from Lisbon and about 3,900 km from
the east coast of North America. The nine Azorean
Islands extend for more than 600 km and have a
population of 250,000.
We also had a visit by the Chief Commissioner Mr.
Vincent Cassar and Deputy Chief Commissioner
Ms. Avril Frendo. The JOTA was in full swing. Fgura
Scout members had been all day contacting other
JOTA participants all over the world. The GSL and
ASL Catherine went for a visit to the nearest JOTA
station at Xaghjra Scout Group. Unfortunately it
was impossible to visit all the local stations but our
GSL and ASL stuck to the cub Scout motto “Do your
best”.
Until 17:49pm Fgura base station radio managed a
near 35 Scout group contacts. Connections went as
far as Boston, USA and Jakarta, Indonesia.
Scouts were divided into patrols (Alpha, Bravo,
Charlie and Delta). These patrols all had their ofﬁcial
duties so that the JOTA could be trouble free. These
included cooking, cleaning and night duties.
The 3rd and ﬁnal day of the JOTA started with a
full English (and more….) breakfast. The countries
contacted the most so far included England,
Slovakia, Netherlands and Germany, however,
night time communication with countries such
as South and North American countries was also
established.
And then, it was time to pack everything up. We
managed to contact an impressive 20 countries
by radio, which is a record for our group. All
participants were reluctant to switch everything off,
but the GSL and ASL were pressing hard and things
started moving.

Radio setup consisted of two HF radios, one mobile
VHF/UHF radio and two handhelds VHF/UHF radios.
These HF radios are connected to a top-loaded
vertical antenna connected to a massive ex-radio
station tower structure while another antenna was
lashed to a ﬂag pole and spars for extended height.
Early in the morning on Saturday, at 1:05 am, we
managed to contact Azores via radio. None of us
had ever heard about the place so we looked it up
on www.visitazores.org. It was very interesting to

Some comments collected from the participants:
“It’s been a great experience contacting all those
countries and learning about new places that we did
not know even existed.”
“JOTA was a fantastic experience. Communicating
via radio is fun.”
“I’m highly satisﬁed with the participation and
friendly atmosphere during the whole event.”
“Great thanks should go to all radio amateurs who
were really co-operative and gave a chance to all
participants.”
“I feel proud of taking part in the Scouting global
movement”
“Events like this create special friendship with
Scouts within the same group coming from different
age groups.”
Timmy Cutugno writes that JOTI was held at Sliema
Scout Head Quarters. Participants were asked to
bring their own PCs if available. Finally they managed
to have 8 computers for 25 Scouts and succeeded in
contacting friends in 40 countries.
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MAURITIUS (3B8, .MU)
JOTA-JOTI DB:5
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: ?
COUNTRIES: 2

JOTI stations of course made contacts via IRC. As
well they informed themselves on websites about
Scouting in other countries. The most interesting
contact was with a station from the Netherlands
reports Didier Camalbaudos. Although operator at
this station only speaks Dutch they were able to
understand him.
Beside the communication they did electronic
kitbuilding and learned how to create an own
website. At a ﬁrst aid corner they could practise how
to help injured persons.
So no Scout was bored when the whole island went
out of internet on Sunday for two hours.

MEXICO (XE, .MX)
JOTA-JOTI DB:193
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 7000
STATIONS: ?
COUNTRIES: ?

This year the ofﬁcial JOTA station in Mexico 4C1SM
operated in the north of the city of Mexico in the
province Gustavo a Madero.
The international commissioner Rodrigo Sandoval
was in charge of the ofﬁcial opening which began
after the installation of the equipment, reports
Daniel Ortega.

Stop, Stop!
Scout radio
tower in
operation

NETHERLANDS (PA, .NL)
JOTA-JOTI DB:182
JOTA PARTICIPANTS:
21758
STATIONS: 221
COUNTRIES: 86
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: ?
COUNTRIES: 113

For the ﬁrst time the national HQ station PA6JAM,J
was co-located with the JOTI Control Center (JCC).
This (potentially) new tradition was caused by the
end of another tradition; since the early days of
JOTA in the Netherlands, the VERON, the Dutch
Amateur Radio Society, hosted PA6JAM,J in their
national station. Last December the lease of their
property was not renewed, which ended many years
of hospitality. The new location was the HQ building
of Scouting Netherlands in Leusden. The PA6JAM
- JCC combination turned out to be very effective.
We made 169 contacts on HF (80 m) and 54 on
VHF (2 m).
The opening was done by a well known Dutch
comedian, Najib Amhali. His opening speech was
relayed across the Netherlands, using the internet
and 14 radio stations prepared by our Regional
Advisors. The opening was also broadcast via ‘Lopik’,
the highest radio tower in the Netherlands.
Like most other JOTA groups, the Willibrordus group
in Gemert built their own tower, from wood and
ropes: 46 meters high, almost as high as the church
tower.

The activity started at 10:00 hours, local time in the
presence of the groups that attended the station
as participants. For the Cub Scouts and community
members the JOTA was a great celebration.
During the weekend we contacted around 33
national stations in Monterry, Michuacan, Luis Potosi,
Chiapas and 18 international stations in countries like
Canada, US, Argentina, Guatemala and Colombia
“Each year we get to know more brother Scouts
world-wide”, afﬁrmed Daniel.

The national theme was ‘At the Movies’. Groups
could participate in the movie clip competition.
Scouting Zevenbergen had contact with Sweden.
One of the guides was ﬂuent in English and enjoyed
the contacts so much that she returned after the
normal activity time to make more contacts.
Scouting Zevenbergen ‘pimped their shack’: the
shack was made cosy like a living room, which was
very much enjoyed by the children.
The JOTA Cross in North Holland is a regional game
that has taken place for more than 20 years. The
game keeps on surprising the participants as well
as the organisation. This year Scouting Uitgeest
organised this competition; the winner was Sint
Laurentius from Alkmaar.
On Saturday morning Scouting Montfoort, PA3EFR/J,
had contact with 3 Scout groups in South Africa, via
Echolink. Scouting De Verbinding (“the Connection”,
what a suitable name for a station), PE1ORG/J,
made contact with a JOTA station in the USA.
The participants were preparing for the 2007 World
Scout Jamboree in England. The Jamboree was the
closing topic of our JOTA: Bill Cockcroft, the camp
leader of the 2007 World Scout Jamboree, spoke the
ﬁnal words in the national closing broadcast.
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NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
(PJ, .AN)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 8
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 307
STATIONS: 3
COUNTRIES: 13

Scouting Antiano celebrated another successful
Jamboree On The Air. With over 300 scouts camping
at the Ronde Klip campsite and some other dozens
at the Scout house of the Peter Stuyvesant group,
125 Scouts, Cub-Scouts and Girl Guides visited the
stations.
Friday October 20 afternoon at 16:00 hours the
groups started to come in and set up their camps.
The ofﬁcial opening was Saturday morning at 08:30
hours local time. “Mr. Kenneth Gijsbertha our
Minister of Trafﬁc and Communication was present
and dedicated some inspiring words to our youth”,
said Rolando Manuel.

Young Scouts
at JOTI
activities

The ofﬁcial opening was done by Regis Mercera,
President of Scouting Antiano. Also the NJO of the
Netherlands, Jan Kluiver joined us at the camp
this year. All these visitors and Scouts enjoyed a
whole weekend of many educational activities to
communicate and interact with all the local Scouts
and their brothers and sisters all over the world,
through the radio communications.
Some other activities the Scouts were involved
in were: on Saturday evening a social, spiritual
evening: CQ Jesus, a challenging activity to present
the most delicious local pancake, presentation
of World Scouting and the Scout of the World
program.

Kijk, eerst
de diode
en dan het
weerstandje
solderen
Een grote
mast vlak
naast de
tent
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Cara McCauley,
Belmont Scout
Group”Tell me
another joke
please,

NEW ZEALAND (ZL, .NZ)
JOTA-JOTI DB:90
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 400
STATIONS: 12
COUNTRIES: 6
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 400
COUNTRIES: ?

Jim Parnell writes: A few hundred Scouts and Guides
took part in this year’s Jamboree on the Air from 12
amateur stations over the length of the country with
5 or 6 being at camps specially set up for the event.
Conditions were not particularly good, so few direct
distant contacts were made, except for contacts
with Wales (UK), Japan and Australia. More success
was gained through the use of IRLP, and contacts
were made with South Africa and the Philippines in
this way. The New Zealand amateur radio National
System, which covers most of the country was also
well used for NZ contacts.

the Scout group roster. Mark Foster, ZL1VMF helped
at this station and wrote a good article about it for
the NZ amateur radio publication “Break-In”.
There aren’t many JOTA stations of signiﬁcance on
air accessible within NZ, Marks says. Echolink and
IRLP are deﬁnitely helping; ZL2HV made some really
neat contacts via the local 730 repeater’s IRLP node,
but there appear to have been no other JOTA stations
in the Wellington region and not all that many others
noted from up and down NZ.

Promotion of JOTA in NZ is mainly via the internet
(the JOTA pages on my web site, linked from the
scoutingnz site) and the World Scout Bureau’s JOTA
site. The NZ amateur radio association’s publications
and Scout News also carry JOTA information.

It is true that NZs location and time zone relative
to much of the USA and Europe can make DX a
challenge. Still, it should be remembered that
JOTA is a signiﬁcant recruiting channel for us. Its
also important to expose young people to as many
aspects of the world as possible. I had a challenge
on my hands just trying to explain the concept of
manually tuning a radio to some of these 9 and 10
year olds!

In Dunedin, the Cargill District’s lead operator, Lindsay
Ross, ZL4KS, was presented with the Chief Scout’s
Commendation for services to the Scout Movement
for his help with JOTA over the past 10 years. The
Hutt Valley Branch of the NZ Association of Amateur
Radio Transmitters opened their club station for local
Scouts to take part in the JOTA. Marie Smolnieki,
ZL2THE, the local District Commissioner organized

NORWAY (LA, .NO)
JOTA-JOTI DB:26
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 584
STATIONS: 26
COUNTRIES: 12
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 457
COUNTRIES: 32

Somebody who can speak Spanish? Scouts from
Kampen and Varden got a language challenge; ”they
talk German here! What should I do?”, asks one of
the boys. Also geography is one of the challenges.
Where is Venezuela? In Italy? No, that’s Venetia
which is there.

There was a lot of discussion between Scouts from
Kampen and Varden. It’s not easy to get order in
countries, cities and continents when Scouts from all
over the world join in.
A contact going from Fredrikstad to New Zealand
in English. Abbreviations were also used. The
common information is about age, sex and location.
The Norwegian JOTA is very traditional, says Dag
Anders. The same groups sent in reports every year.
That means if some don’t do it one year, there are
less reports.
Meanwhile the JOTI in Norway has it’s own traditions
as well. IRC chatting is the main activity, but the
social program and participants are also similar each
year.
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OMAN (A4, .OM)
JOTA-JOTI DB:20
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 1660
STATIONS: 17
COUNTRIES: 101
JOTI PARTICIPANTS:1660
COUNTRIES: 125

Dawood al Zidjali writes: “can’t we make it every
month?”
Oman’s JOTA/JOTI 2006, as the result of working
so hard in the previous years, saw the participation
reach a total of 1660 participants, amongst them was
an Egyptian Scouts and Guides unit in Muscat for the
ﬁrst time. Although the time was inconvenient for
us as Muslims, due to the ending of the holy month
of Ramadan. But the interest and the motivation of
previous good experiences motivated most of them
to participate.
To complete the preparations, a team of eight qualiﬁed
and experienced leaders worked hard to ensure that
everything was ready, and received participants in
the headquarters. Five of the team had been trained
to supervise and operate the chat room for the ﬁrst
time, while the other three had been trained to use
the servers of Echolink. A new ADSL service was
introduced in place of the dial- up.
The work in the Headquarters station had started
before the event. The working team prepared all
equipment needed like the radio station, computers
and digital projectors. The necessary software had
been downloaded and installed such as “mIRC” and
“Team Speak” from the ofﬁcial JOTI website. In the
station, they distributed the duties and discussed
all expected problems and how to be ready for
troubleshooting. They also prepared the Echolink
stations using the ADSL services for the ﬁrst time
and with the Echolink servers from the ofﬁcial
website in a different hall where they located 6
Echolink stations (A41NK. A41NE, A41NC, A41NB,
A41NI and A47JOTA).

CQ Jamboree
from Oman

While we were preparing the ADSL network in our
headquarters for Echolink stations, we faced a
problem that data did not transfer to the PC through
the hubs. We tried so many times with all knowledge
we had about building and setting local networks but
we failed. A few hours before starting the event we
discovered what the problem was, and why we failed
in building the ADSL network. We found the main
cable, which had been used in the headquarters
building, is category 5 and the cable we used for the
new network was category 6. We solved the problem
in the last moment, clapping to ourselves. How happy
we were. We enrich our experience in technology
through solving different kinds of problems, like the
one we faced this time.
Ofﬁcial letters were sent to the groups for
participation. The National Organization for Scouts
and Guides put the target of introducing JOTA/JOTI
to 380 Scouts and Guides in the Headquarter station
in addition to a considerable number of visitors from
Scout friends who showed great interest in the event.
Therefore, an equal chance was given to the groups
to participate in the event from their regions.

Recording
the JOTA
song
As a result of the good reputation of the event,
and the media competition this year, there was
huge coverage from the local media here in Oman
before, during and after the event. Different local
newspapers and magazines in Arabic and English
published articles about the event. Meanwhile during
the event all media sections were racing to announce
the event news. Articles in the newspapers were
written during the 48 hour event, and an interview
with one of the organizing team was broadcast on
the National Channel of the Sultanate. Interviews
and the articles of the newspapers discussed the
events and their importance not just to Scouts and
Guides but to all Omani youth who deserve to have
all available opportunities to know the world and
discuss their culture and knowledge with their mates
all over the world.
On Saturday, 20th October, we started making
contacts, with a plan of continuing for 48 hours. At
8.30 in the morning, the invited groups started to
arrive one after the other. The team introduced the
event for the young Scouts and Guides. They visited
the station where they used the radio and talked to
different participants all around the world.
They then shifted to the Echolink room to work with
computers using the program to talk to others. There
were 6 Echolink stations. They asked questions such
as “Where are you from? What’s your name? What’s
your group? How old are you? What activities do
you practice often with your group? What do you
like most about Scouting?” And many other useful
questions. They took records of all their contacts. The
participant’s parents also came to visit their children
at the headquarters and they were impressed by
what they saw.
“JOTA for peace, JOTA for all”. They are the words
for a song which the team composed with a rhythm
we downloaded from the JOTA web site. All Scouts
and Guides found the words easy and it expressed
their feeling towards the JOTA event, therefore all
of them learned it by heart and they sang it all day,
concludes Dawood.
It is noteworthy that Oman has a tradition of
producing a high quality JOTA report each year. Also
the JOTA support materials offered to the Scouts
and the publicity in the press and media is very well
organized. A JOTA ﬁlm was made this year on DVD,
showing the HQ station and activities. All this pays
off in growing participation and the positive public
image of Scouting. Well done.
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PERU (OA, .PE)
JOTA-JOTI DB:103
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 292
STATIONS: 6
COUNTRIES: 7
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 285
COUNTRIES: 30

“The National Coordination counted on 4 internet
and radio stations, where many groups had the
opportunity to participate”, says Aldo Botteri. This
year we had the support of the Peruvian Radio Club,
the Red Cross and the Los Olivos Municipality, that
lent their facilities to help give the opportunity to
more Scouts to participate.
Other groups participated from their meeting places
via radios and computers, supported by schools,
municipalities, parishes and other institutions.
Compared to previous years, more cities in Peru
participated, as well as the presence of a greater
number of Cub Scouts that participated from a
camp site at our National headquarters.
We are thinking of starting a course for radio
amateurs so that Scouts can learn to use the radio
and obtains their license, concludes Aldo.

Hola, que tal?
Aqui esta Manuel

PHILIPPINES (DU, .PH)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 161
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 1190
STATIONS: 12
COUNTRIES: 8

Errol Garcia wrote that JOTA activities were
conducted in the different regional ofﬁces and local
councils. An information memorandum was prepared
in August, based on the WOSM circular to inform all
leaders. The organizing team had its ﬁrst meeting
on 20 September to arrange for radio amateurs, a
guest speaker for the opening ceremony, materials,
and to elect other Scout activities. The programme
for the opening was ﬁnalized in another meeting on
11 October. The same day, the Philippine Amateur
Radio Association installed antennas at the National
Scout Ofﬁce and determined where to install the
radio equipment.
On 21 October at exactly 07:00 hrs a roll call
was held for all participating JOTA stations, via
HF. During the opening ceremony that followed,
200 Scouts and leaders were present. The ofﬁcial

programme started at 08:00 hrs with messages of
BSP Secretary General Rizal Pangilinan (“Scouting
is a programme in character education through
adventure and endeavour”), Deputy National
Telecommunications Commissioner Jaime Fortes
(“the importance of ICT education”) and National
BSP President Jejomar Binay (“let us ham, browse
and jam for peace”) all transmitted by radio to all
participating radio stations.
Before the start of the activity, the Scouts pitched
their tents and set up the camp site. The amateur
radio team presented a lecture on the JOTA and on
how to become an amateur radio operator. After the
lecture, the boys were assisted one by one to use
the HF radio transceiver and the VHF transceiver.
Scouts and Scouters also enjoyed the rappelling
activity handled by the Outdoor Team.
The Scouts were lucky to have a QSO with 8
international contacts via HF and Echolink. At 01:30
hrs most of the Scouts were already tired and
sleepy, so the activity ended. The following day was
the evaluation and cleaning of the surroundings, as
the take down of the camp.
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PORTUGAL (CT, .PT)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 150
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 15170
STATIONS: 159
COUNTRIES: 44
JOTI PARTICIPANTS : 13994
COUNTRIES : 80

What we
need is
imagination

The longest contact was made by the CNE group 479,
CT7ALF in Alfena with Scout group Kalikati, ZL1DT in
New Zealand: 20403 km.
Tremendous storms and poor radio propagation
conditions limited the radio communications.
However, sporadic long distance communications
were possible.
António Manuel Ribeiro da Silva (CNE) writes: The
CNE’s HQ station, CU38CNE, was this year located
in Praia da Victória, Terceira Island in the Azores
archipelago, were we mounted a camp in a football
stadium, But the rain and strong winds were also
present. We had a lot of activities and Scouts were
invited to participate in several workshops, like fox
hunting, Morse code training, semaphores and kit
building.
Of the stations returning reports, the majority were
located in local schools, halls and Scout campsites.
QSOs were made mostly with Portuguese and
Brazilian stations, especially for long talk QSO’s
where there are no language problems.
We noticed an increased interest in JOTA this year:
a Jubilee game, giving points for our National
Jamboree, next year helped.
The most interesting contact had been made on the
Azores where the Scouts discovered another city
with the same name, Santa Maria, but in Brazil. The
language approach helped them discover the story
of both cities, and that they had a lot of things in
common.
Jose Araujo (AEP) reports that 15 of the AEP JOTA
stations had special Scout call signs. 5 of them
reported that their experience with Echolink was
positive.

One QSO made at the national station (CT8AEP) with
a group of Brazilian Scouts was special. We started
via radio, then used Echolink, IRC and Skype with
webcam. The whole group was talking with the
Brazilians at the same time, using different facilities
in different rooms. The Brazilian Scouts asked us to
teach them a Portuguese song so, we recorded it
in mp3, sent it via email and later everybody was
singing it all togheter on the radio and on skype. It
was amazing!
During one contact, Group 163 in Penamacor
wanted to exchange some detailed information with
Argelia, but as none of the Scouts spoke any French,
they decided to call the mother of one of the Scouts
by cell phone. So, they continued the contact with
the Argelian Scouts with the help of the “mother
translator”.
There were JOTI activities besides chatting. Scouts
were playing online games about Scouting, radio
technologies and computer science, orientation
games using communication equipment and live
web radio transmissions with Scout music and funny
sketches.
A funny JOTI situation was that some participants
did not believe Luís Lidington, the Nations Chief
Scout was who he said he was, when they were
chatting to him.

At the HQ: the
national Chief
Scout and the NJO
transmitting the
opening message
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RUSSIA (UA, .RU)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 69
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 254
COUNTRIES: 27

Contacts between stations in Russia were not
just made by IRC chat. Some Scouts took the
opportunity to visit other JOTI stations. To learn
about foreign stations, photos and letters were sent
by participants. As well, other activities were done
by the Scouts, reports Vladimir Glazov. A special
game was created using the computer. Futhermore,
an excercise had to be solved by patrols and the
solution was presented to all patrols later.

SOUTH AFRICA (ZS, .ZA)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 16
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: ?
STATIONS: ?
COUNTRIES: ?

Dave Gemmell writes in Transvaal, ZS6FLY was
activated for four Scout Groups in the Pretoria
Area; 1st Irene Guides, 9th Irene Air Scouts, 23rd
Lyttelton, and 37th Springvale Scout Groups at the
Scout Hall in Irene. The radio Station had to be set
up in the “store room”. The Scout buildings have an
interesting history; the hall plus kitchen and other
rooms were built in the old reservoir which supplied
water to the village of Irene. The storeroom was a
tower which “helped” to increase the water pressure.
The tower is divided into two sections, the lower is
a storeroom from which the radio amateur operated
ZS6FLY. The upper section is the troop’s Court-ofHonour room.
A young lady, one of the Rover Scouts, made an
interesting comment comparing radio and other
communication means “…. JOTA is live with more
personal contact..”
ZS6FLY, operated by Dave ZS6AAW did not make as
many contacts as they would have liked. An important
contact was made with Eddie Leighton ZS6BNE who
stays in Lichtenburg, a town very close to Mafeking.
So we’ve made tentative arrangements with him for
a station at Mafeking for the 50th JOTA and possibly
the Sunrise Ceremony on 1st August 2007.
On the Scout camping grounds of Arrowe Park, about
15 km east of Johannesburg, radio facilities were set
up for the Guides and Scouts of that area. The Chief
Scout of South Africa sent his annual JOTA address
from this station on the Saturday afternoon.
Friday and Saturday saw six patrols of Girl Guides
camped at the World’s View Guide Camp site
which overlooks the city of Pietermaritzburg in
Kwazulunatal. Some 32 girls attended and great

excitement prevailed. The Midlands Amateurs, call
sign ZS5PMB, commenced operations at 08:00 hrs
on Saturday morning using HF, VHF and Echolink.
On Saturday, although conditions on HF were
extremely poor, they managed contacts with 17
stations, 9 of them JOTA on 40 metres. 1 JOTA
station (ZS1CT, Cape Town) on 20 metres and 1
JOTA station on 21,275 MHz. On Sunday they worked
13 stations on 80 metres, and only 2 on 40 metres,
but unfortunately none of them JOTA. The standard
of the Guides patrol log books was very good.
For the 58th Durban Air Scouts it was the ﬁrst time
they participated in a JOTA. Unfortunately they had
problems with the power supply of their JOTA station
ZS5AEL, and were forced to switch over to “listening
mode” on HF. The stand-by power source could not
handle the power required when transmitting. There
were other activities as well which enabled some of
the Scouts to complete their badges .
Scouts, Cubs and Guides from Bloemfontein in
Free State took part in this year’s JOTA with their
station ZS4BDS. A JOTA camp was organised by
the Scouts and Guides and this was set up at the
Eunice Primary School. Groups from Bloemfontein
West were in camp for the weekend, while Scouts
from Bloemfontein East visited for the Saturday.
During the course of the Saturday afternoon, the
camp was visited by Mrs Winkie Direcko, past Chief
Guide Commissioner for South Africa, who delivered
a message for the young people in the camp.
The Kimberley District in Northern Cape ran a
successful camp at Benfontein, a game park some
20 km south of Kimberley. Brownies, Cubs, Guides
and Scouts from Kimberley and Barkly-West took
part in the activities. Eric Waddingtom, ZS3CP was
the radio amateur on duty at ZS3KBS (Kimberley
Boy Scouts) and many local as well as DX contacts
were made.
The Scouts in Upington joined up with the
Voortrekkers and their CQ Hou Koers for the
Saturday; they operated as ZS3ARK.
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A Morse code
chain made
by the Beaver
Scouts

SPAIN (EA, .ES)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 41
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 60
STATIONS: 5
COUNTRIES: 20
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: ?
COUNTRIES: 19

As usual we put ourselves in contact with the radio
club Corona de Aragón and asked for the special call
sign ED2SDA (read like Echo Delta Two Scouts De
Aragón) a month before the JOTA, starts the report
of Luis Pascual Martínez.

Hola, somos
los castores de
Aragon

Due to the new legislation, any radio amateur (with
the appropriate examination) could speak to anyone
on the approved frequencies, which made our work
a lot easier.
On Saturday morning, we installed the antennas and
equipment: a Windom multi-frequency antenna, a
coupler, a high-frequency radio, another antenna
dual-band for 2m and 70cm with its corresponding
equipment and a collinear antenna.
At 13:00 hrs we began to transmit and the ﬁrst
contact was made with a Scout group in Madrid.
Throughout the afternoon. Scouts and radio
amateurs came to take part in the event. It went on
until the radio propagation decreased, especially due
to environmental noises.

The next morning we switched to the DX bands as
usual for transatlantic trafﬁc, but with limited success.
And we received more visits of participants.
It made a lasting impression on beaver Scouts when
they were able to speak to others and listen to
signals from all over the world.
Once we ﬁnished eating, the radio station was
disassembled, and we began preparing for the
Centenary of Scouting.
It was an excellent activity, concludes Luis, for the
participating Scouts, and for the radio amateurs.
The objectives have been widely fulﬁlled, forming
the basis to mount something special for next year:
the golden anniversary of JOTA and the Centenary
of Scouting. Although the number of contacts was
a little smaller than other years, the number and
quality of Scouts contacts, have been far better than
in previous years.

SUDAN (ST, .SD)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 3
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 51
STATIONS: 2
COUNTRIES: 48

Longest contact: ST2KSS, Khartoum Sea Scouts
with JE7YSS, Akita Scouts Club Japan: 10.575 km.
JOTA coincided with the last two days of the
Ramadan, but we managed to join with two radio
statios in cooperation with SARA, the Sudanese
Amateur Radio Association, writes Magdi Osman.
One week before, the JOTA 9 Scouts of the Khartoum
Sea Scout radio club passed the test of the novice
class licence as the ﬁrst group. Their captain Etayeb
passed the amateur radio test and got a licence
class b. ST2KSS worked as a portable station from
the Crocodile Island of the Sea Scouts camp. It was
powered via solar cells from the sun. The station
worked for two days and used a VHF portable rig via
the Khartoum repeater and an HF rig for dx-ing. We
used a vertical antenna for the VHF rig and a long
wire antenna with balun for the HF rig.
A full emergency exercise of Khartoum Air Port was
held at the same time together with the civil defence
of the Khartoum state.

This is
Mohammed,
over

JOTA is the main reason for us to be Scout radio
amateurs and the main reason to built the ST2KSS
radio club, says Magdi.
The new mode we used this year in JOTA was a radio
contact via satellite, AO51.
Two voice contacts were made with NA1 SS (the
international space station) with commander Bill.
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Look, if you
speak, then
this meter
shows it
SWEDEN (SM, .SE)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 18
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: ?
STATIONS: 32
COUNTRIES: 22

The JOTA weekend started ofﬁcially at 10:30 local
time on Saturday with the opening ceremony. After
that the check-in, district by district. Most of the
stations started to build antennas on Friday night.
Many stations were active during Saturday (some
just during Saturday). It is popular to use CB-stations
and PMR (446MHz) station, just to teach the Scouts
and Guides not to be afraid of the microphone. Other
activities were antenna building, foxhunting and
Morse code practice.

A BAD things this year (too) was the German Contest.
It was a big problem, as an NJO for Sweden, to
receive the reports. Just a few stations sent in their
reports (this year only 17 reports out of a total of
52 stations). “So it is hard to give the right statistics
for the JOTA activity in Sweden”, concludes Per-Olof
Hansson.

ST. VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES (J8, .SC)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 1
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 7
COUNTRIES: 8

With the help of the international JOTI website
the Scouts from St. Vincent and the Grendadines
prepared their JOTI station. So they were able to get
in contact with other stations using IRC and E-mail,
reports David Boston.
It was very exciting to contact a young Scout in
Canada who was running a webcam. Everybody was
able to watch him and have a look at the station
of his. Some Scouts were a little bit confused when
chatting with various stations at the same time. That
caused some funny situations.

TANZANIA (5H, .TZ)
JOTA-JOTI DB: 3
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 250
STATIONS: 1
COUNTRIES: 12

Hiddan Ricco reports that the longest contact was
made with Y57JAM in El Salvador over a distance of
20000 km. Activities included campﬁre, kim games,
radio and drawing next year’s logo. The most exciting
contact was with 5Z4KAS in Kenya, because they
could speak Swahili.

Hello, this is Atilla.
Can you hear me in
Sudan?
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TUNISIA( 3V8, .TN)
JOTA-JOTI DB:5
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 96
STATIONS: 7
COUNTRIES: 32
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 11
COUNTRIES: 17

Because of the Ramadan, we could stay up with the
youngsters during the night and enjoy the company
of so many others via radio. We met old friends from
the delegates of the World Scout Youth Forum and
the World Scout Conference, both held in Tunisia
earlier in 2005.

This year the Ramadan month again gave a special
charm to the JOTA event, writes Lassad el Euchi. The
preparations for the World Scout Jamboree in the UK
caught the public eye, and this gave an impulse to
the JOTA event, with our 7 Scout radio club stations.
In fact, these stations originated from an idea of the
leaders present at the ﬁrst JOTA in Tunisia in 1997.

The activities at all stations were similar: explanation
about radio contacts, how to make one using
international rules and codes and a presentation
about some technical aspects. Most exiting were the
contacts with Japan and with F6KAU,J in France.

TURKEY (TA, .TR)
JOTA-JOTI DB:5
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 225
STATIONS: 6
COUNTRIES: 12
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 248
COUNTRIES: 13

Savas Baran writes that the JOTA participation
was very active with young Guide and Scout radio
amateurs. Especially the fact that they managed
club stations in Ankara on our new permament Scout
camping centre. All the JOTI contacts were described
as friendly. Savas suggests to organize some signal
towers between Jerusalem and Rome or England in
2007, using the remains of the old Roman towers
built for this purpose.

UNITED KINGDOM (G, .UK)
JOTA-JOTI DB:235
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 5190
STATIONS: 102
COUNTRIES: 35

The 49th Jamboree On The Air in the UK favoured the
outdoor life as temperatures were so much warmer
than usual. As always, there was considerable
variation in station size and visitor numbers. Some
were run by one radio amateur who had taken his
equipment to the local Scout hut while others were
huge technology weekend camps or combined with
another national Scouting event, such as GB2GUN
from the national Scout air riﬂe championships.
Several of the reports commented on there being
contest-free sectors in the amateur bands. Despite
poor operating conditions at times, they had managed
to make good Scout contacts more easily than in
previous years, when the bands were swamped by the
WAG contest. All those with Scout contacts abroad,
expressed their delight at being able to put a Scout
in direct contact with another Scout in a different
part of the world and at being able to take part in
the world’s largest Scouting event. The UK licensing
system introduced a few years ago is producing
more young people with transmitting licences, many
of whom have come into the hobby through Scouting
or Guiding. Some of these have progressed from a
foundation licence to an intermediate licence, and
it is to be hoped that they will take the advanced

course and examination so that they are eligible to
run their own JOTA stations in the future. One JOTA
station, GX0SCR, had Alan Betts G0HIQ on their
team. Alan was involved in the new licence syllabus
and had gone along to see JOTA in action. He visited
an excellent example.
Changes to the process for applying for a special
event licence and information distribution resulted
in fewer reports being returned. It seems that
not everyone is able or willing to download forms
electronically yet. Few of the stations mention
computer-linked radio such as PSK31 and Echolink
are gaining ground, especially when conditions are
poor or the bands are crowded, concludes Richard
Gaskell. Several stations mentioned contacts with
HB9S in Geneva and with Les Mitchell G3BHK and
Len Jarrett VE3MYF, the instigators of JOTA.
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Lisa listen,
who’s that guy
next to you?
UNITED STATES (W, .US)
JOTA-JOTI DB:239
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 7188
STATIONS: 240
COUNTRIES: 42

We made contacts with the USS Renquin, a WWll
submarine docked in Pittsburg, and the operator was
90 years young....
Radio and Communications Merit Badges and several
other merit badges were there for the Scouts as
well. A local camp put in a permanent radio station
at the camp and it will be manned by volunteers.
Two Scouts that were new amateurs made their ﬁrst
radio contacts during JOTA. A blizzard slowed down
Scouts getting to the radio shack, but once each
group got there they did not want to leave. (it was
not a heated cabin either).
The Scouts could not believe that a wire antenna
could get you to all those countries, but it did.
Scouts enjoyed Morse code and did not see why it
is not used as much as it should be. One event had
codes and ciphers as their theme and the Scouts
really enjoyed that.
Scouts lost interest when the signals were bad but
when they had a good station they did not want to
leave. Even the mike-shy Scouts enjoyed themselves
after the radio operator they were talking to told
them about his Scouting activities.

One group had fun talking into a mike that was
hooked to an osciliscope so they could watch their
own voices.
Another group of Scouts in the US contacted over
80 Scouts in Australia and had a great time. Others
spoke with several scouts in Greenland and learned
about their area and they learned about ours. It was
a great signal so we all got to talk.
When the amateurs were setting up the radio
stations they used a tennis ball launcher to put the
wire antennas up. Next there was a blizzard and the
amateurs were using the park cooking grills for their
heaters. It worked and we had a lot of fun, concludes
Ray Moyer.

VENEZUELA (YV, .VE)
JOTA-JOTI DB:506
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 1004
STATIONS: 82
COUNTRIES: 45
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 5078
CONTRIES: 70

Hola todos, aqui
Jorge. Estoy con
el grupo Scout
Libertador

JOTA and JOTI is now a common activity in the
annual program of Venezuelan Scouts, in fact it is
the biggest event of the year. Now it is normal to
have 6000 or more Venezuelan Scouts taking part.
TeamSpeak, mIRC, Echolink, and J Code are now
common technologies and almost everyone knows
about them and use them all.
Some groups received JOTA instructions directly
from the Presidents of local Radio Amateur Clubs.
They received training on how to speak on radio and
the importance of keeping logs and contacts lists.
One group reported that Cubs enjoyed a lot the
activity of making QSL cards… also it was very funny
to see them learning some words in Italian, writes
Andrés Eloy Bracho.
It is not common to make contact with Scouts from
countries like Namibia, Malaysia or Egypt… especially
when they were talking in Spanish. The Namibian
Girl Scout Leader sent pictures from Masai Mara and
everyone was very excited and interested.
Also interesting were some contacts from Portugal,
Sweden and Canada speaking an almost natural
Spanish. One leader was very excited to ﬁnd an old
patrol partner living in USA.

Another one was a Girl Scout from the Faroe Islands
in Norway. One Akela met a British Scout; this British
Scout is going to visit her next February.
A Group taught their Cub Scouts how to speak a lot
of words in Italian and it was a funny moment when
they made the ﬁrst contact in that language during
JOTA.
An idea for next year is to share pictures of famous
tourist places in each country.
A group participated in the JOTI from a Scout Camp,
they reported that this experience will be forever in
the mind of every Cub Scout that took part; they
even celebrated the Birthday of a Scout from another
place trough the JOTI.
Antother Group reported that on Friday at dawn,
they had very strong rain at their camp which was
very inconvenient, but then a Rover Scout exclaimed
that B-P was with them… they felt a strong force
and started enjoying the weather and the spirit
of adventure… In the morning everyone was
participating in the JOTI and/or JOTA: “Feeling the
spirit of our founder”.
Some are reported TeamSpeak as the most exiting
adventure during the weekend. A Cub girl Scout
was very exited chating with a Chilean Scout, as
her grandmother lives in that country. A Group
reported the activity of locating contacted countries
on a World Map, but they also marked how many
times they contacted the same place. Another Group
reported the instalation of real time translators to
make contacts with the biggest diversity of countries.
Some Groups enjoyed very much the Internet Radio
Station that ScoutLink #espanol started during the
JOTI with live interviews and Scout Music… even
Scouts, JOTA/JOTI and Weblog commercials.
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WORLD SCOUT BUREAU
(HB9S, .SCOUT.ORG)
JOTA-JOTI DB:4
JOTA PARTICIPANTS: 67
STATIONS: 1
COUNTRIES: 59
JOTI PARTICIPANTS: 9
COUNTRIES: 125

For the 49th JOTA, HB9S operated from the Swiss
Scout Centre “Les Pérouses” in Satigny, on the
outskirts of Geneva. The station was active on all
short-wave and VHF bands throughout the JOTA
weekend. In addition, HB9S used the Echolink
network to connect to distant radio stations.
Geneva Scouts from the troop Calvinus spent an
exiting time at the station. While preparing themselves
to attend the next World Scout Jamboree they also
had an introduction on how to communicate via
radio. They met Scouts from Juelich in Germany with
whom they exchanged their names and interests.
HB9S made 305 contacts to Scout stations in 59
different countries, divided over 6 continents.
Interesting HF contacts: Among 39 contacts outside
Europe, we can highlight two Scout stations in Sudan
(ST2KSS and ST2M Magdi), two in Madagascar
(5R8GZ, 5R8ET), one in Kenya (5Z4KSA), Tunisia
(3V8SF), South Africa (ZS6WRS), Japan (JE7YSS, op
VR2SS), USA (K1BSA).
In Europe, some special Scout stations like LA4JAM,
HB9JAM, OH0SUF, SN6JOTA, SP0JOTA, or DP9S
(op Jochen), and once again this year a majority of
British Scout stations.

Bonjour, je
m’appelle...
Activity on Echolink: most of Echolink contacts
have been done with stations outside Europe,
compensating the bad conditions of propagation
on short waves. Contacts have been made with
Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan, India, Chile,
Hong-Kong, Oman, and our friend Len, VE3MYF in
Canada.
Satellite: HB9S has been heard on the FM channel of
the AO51 satellite, especially open for Scouts during
the JOTA.
This year’s HB9S operator team consisted of:
Richard Gaskell, G0REL, Hannu Ratto, OH7GIG,
Richard Middelkoop, PA3BAR, World JOTA Organizer,
Yves Oesch, HB9DTX, Yves Margot, HB9AOF, station
manager, and Frank Heritage, M0AEU.
Over the weekend, Secretary General Eduardo
Missoni delivered a JOTA/JOTI message in English,
French, Spanish and Esperanto, this year focusing
on the vision of the Scout Movement which is about
creating a better world. A Baden-Powell follower,
Eduardo called upon Scouts around the world to
contribute to this task and to continue building the
unity of the Movement. He also invited the JOTA and
JOTI participants to better communicate the vision
and the mission of the Movement by being real
ambassadors wherever they are.

Operators and
participants in
Geneva

©WOSM / V Ortega / SUI 2006

This year, JOTI operators again operated from the
World Station as well. The operators were online via
IRC, TeamSpeak and Skype. Furthermore, remote
controlled webcams were installed which could be
controlled by website visitors. So participants were
able to have a good view from all over the world at
what was going on in Satigny.
The Station was operated by Gino Lucrezi and
Francesco “Nairobi” Isetta from Italy, Christoph
Rechsteiner and Holger “Holgi” Sickenberg from
Germany, Stefan “Falk” Mallepell, Cedric “Orco”
Sonderegger, Benoit “Woody” Panizzon and Matthias
“Fäger” Gerth from Switzerland and Marcus Ljungblad
from the WSB.
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PRESS
PRESS
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PRESS

After this World JOTA Report was ﬁnished we did
receive two more contributions. Here they are:

©WOSM / V Ortega / SUI 2006

Giovanmaria Garavello writes from Italy (I)
that the man activities were kit building, gadgetand QSL design, using special call signs, doing CW
transmissions and building a Galene radio.

Cédric Sonderegger reports from Switzerland
(HB9): most of our radio and internet scouting
activities are in the Swiss German part of Switzerland,
because the majority of the Swiss people live in this
area in our four language country. Thus we had 10
of our 14 JOTA-JOTI stations in this area. We had
another 2 stations in the French part, and 2 in the
Italian part, where, as usually, the Ticinesi (the
Italian speaking people) mounted the biggest station,
with more than 200 visitors and lots of activities for
both JOTA and JOTI. HB9JAM, the national station,
lead our traditional “Swiss round” on shortwave on
Sunday morning; NJO Markus Billetter, called every
Swiss station from there, and received statements of
how the stations were doing, how many scouts and
guides there were at each station.

The most exciting contact was with the sultan of
Oman who is a licensed amateur radio operator, but
he’s reportedly very difﬁcult to contact. The Scouts
from Polistena were really excited because they were
able to do it during their JOTA ! Also, many Scout
groups reported meeting again long-lost friends
from old Scout camps thanks to JOTA.

A special station from a very sophisticated rover,
Heinz Keller, HB9KOM, was a mobile station; he
made a “JOTA-JOTI Tour de Suisse” in his van with
8 installed antennas on the roof, transceivers for
shortwave and VHF/UHF, packet radio equipment, a
little fridge and grill behind an AC converter, and
a wireless lan ﬁnder that he mounted on the front
window. While he was driving by assistance of his
GPS, his co-driver Lorenz, HB3YKX, had permanently
good QSOs, and was able to read his e-mails
from time to time, when they got signals from an
unencrypted WLAN with internet connection. Their
rule was, not to use mobile phones at all, and to
arrange their visits to the stations over shortwave or
over unencrypted WLANs and e-mail – these are the
real radio amateurs!
They visited the big station in the Italian part on Monte
Ceneri, as well as those in Seedorf, Kirchberg, and
Lyss, where they ﬁnally slept some hours on Saturday
night. The next day they passed Bätterkinden,
before the communication weekend was over. The
travellers said that they were amazed by the friendly
reception of all stations, where they spontaneously
popped in without prior arrangements.
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STOP
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7. SPECIAL EVENTS & NETS
The 7th ERSIS.
In June 2006, the 7th European Radio Scouting and Internet Seminar was held in Oslo, Norway. Participants
came from as far away as New Zealand to discuss the JOTA and JOTI, exchange ideas on new activities,
explore possibilities and try-out a few new techniques.

In total there were 40 participants from 18 different
countries, including both World Organizers and
the IARU Region 1 President as special guest. The
seminar also passed two resolutions; one on strongly
encouraging the German DARC to help ﬁnd a solution
for the interference caused to the JOTA by their WAG
contest, and one asking support of the European
Scout Associations for organizing a seminar like this
one, every three years.
The new Federation of Guides and Scouts of Norway
hosted the seminar in an excellent way in the
Roeningen Centre.

Scout Nets
Wouldn’t it be fun to meet new friends even if it is
in the middle of the night at your location? Weekly
or monthly nets exist in which licensed Scouts meet
on the air.
Echolink is the basis for the World Scout Net, held once
a month. This adds to the international atmosphere
you often experience during the JOTA. Join in and
meet fellow Scout radio amateurs world-wide !

Overview of
operational
Scout Nets:

COUNTRY

DAY

TIME

Denmark
European
Japan
Norway
Sweden
Sudan
United Kingdom
United States
Brazil
Brazil
World Scout Net

Saturday
Scout Net Saturday
3rd Saturday of month
Saturday
Saturday, even weeks
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Wednesday
1st Saturday of month

13.00
09.30
23.00
15.30
15.00
13.00
09.00
20.30
13.30
19.30
22.00
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FREQUENCY
GMT
GMT
local
local
local
GMT
local
GMT
GMT
GMT
GMT

3.740 MHz
14.290 MHz
21.360 MHz
3.740 MHz
3.740 MHz
21.360 MHz
3.740 MHz
14.290 MHz
7.090 MHz
7.090 MHz
Echolink 131124

NETCONTROL

JA1YSS

ST2M
G3BHK
K2BSA

PA3BAR
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WorldScout
Frequencies:
New as of
1 July 2007

band

phone (MHz)

cw (MHz)

band

phone (MHz)

cw (MHz)

80 m

3.690 & 3.940

3.570

15 m

21.360

21.140

40 m

7.090 & 7.190

7.030

12 m

24.960

24.910

20 m

14.290

14.060

10 m

28.390

28.180

17 m

18.140

18.080

6 m

50.160

50.160

Please note that the World Scout Frequencies will
partly change as of 1 July 2007. This is due to
several reasons:
The International Amateur Radio Union (IARU) has
changed its band plans, among others to create
space for more digital transmissions. Some Scout
frequencies are affected by this.
Traditionally, Scout Frequencies were choosen
in a segment where low-power, simple stations
are transmitting. This allows Scouts to operate
such stations from camp sites and still be able to
communicate with others. Some of these frequencies
have changed over time.
The amateur radio bands are increasingly busy with
competitions. With the Scout frequencies chosen
outside of the contest segments as far as possible,
Scout stations can operate undisturbed.
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8. THE 2007 CENTENARY
The year 2007 has a number of special events, also for Radio-Scouting. Here are the highlights
(regular updates are available in the latest-news section of www.scout.org/jota):

The 21st World Scout
Jamboree

1 August: the Sunrise
ceremony

24 July - 8 August: both the 21st World Scout
Jamboree in Chelmsford UK and Brownsea Island will
be on the air with their own, fully equipped amateur
radio stations. Both will offer a radio programme to
the participating Scouts. As Gilwell Park is an activity
centre for the Jamboree, its permanent station
GB2GP will be operational as well.

To illustrate the global dimension of Scouting and as
a commemoration of previous World Jamborees, the
idea is to “revive” the former World Jamboree sites
by (re)placing an amateur radio station there for a
short period and making contact with the 21st World
Scout Jamboree in the United Kingdom. These contacts coincide with the Sunrise Ceremony.
The Sunrise Ceremony will take place on August 1,
2007 at 8:00 AM local time in each country. Starting
in the East and continuing towards the West as time
progresses, several countries will organize a gettogether and ceremonies in the morning. We are
aiming at transmitting sound and possibly images
from the “sunrise zone” to Brownsea Island and to
the 21st World Scout Jamboree site in Chelmsford,
UK, using short-wave amateur radio and/or the
Echolink system. As time evolves that day, Brownsea
will have a growing overview of the Scouting Sunrise
activities around the world, starting e.g. with Kiribati
in the East and ending 24 hours later in Alaska in
the West.
Details of the Sunrise Ceremony are available at

www.scout.org2007

©WOSM / JP Pouteau

The network of 20 amateur radio stations at former
World Jamboree sites could form the backbone of
this Sunrise network. Of course we can also add
other locations.
Several activities could be arranged around the
event, as local organizers see ﬁt. It is important to
coordinate these with the national “Scouting 2007”
committee of your Scout Association.
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Nr

Year

Country

Location

Original Call sign

2007

1

1920

United Kingdom

Olympia, London

-/-

2

1924

Denmark

Ermelunden, Copenhagen

-/-

3

1929

United Kingdom

Arrowe Park, Birkenhead

-/-

4

1933

Hungary

Gödöllö

-/-

5

1937

Netherlands

Vogelenzang, Bloemendaal

-/-

PA100S

6

1947

France

Moisson

-/-

planned

7

1951

Austria

Salzkammergut, Bad Ischl

-/-

OE4XJA

8

1955

Canada

Niagara on the Lake

-/-

Call

The Sunrise Network,
as known at the time
of writing:

9

1957

United Kingdom

Sutton Park, Sutton Coldﬁeld

GB3SP

10

1959

Philippines

Mt. Makiling

DU1BSP

11

1963

Greece

Marathon

SV1SV

12

1967

United States

Farragut State Park Idaho

K7WSJ

13

1971

Japan

Asagiri Heights

8J1WJ

14

1975

Norway

Lake Mjosa, Lillehamar

15

1983

Canada

Kananaskis Park, Calgary, Alberta.

16

1988

Australia

Cataract Scout Park, Appin NSW

AX4SWJ

17

1991

South-Korea

Mt. Soraksan National Park

6K17WJ

18

1995

Netherlands

Dronten, Flevoland

PA6WSJ

19

1999

Chile

Picarquin,St Fernando de Mostazal

20

2003

Thailand

Sattahip, Rayong

21

2007

United Kingdom

Hyland Park, Chelmsford

SX100VAR

8J100S

LC1J
VE6WSJ

XR3J
E20AJ
GB100J

GB100J

Centenary Commemorative
Scout Radio Stations
During the whole of 2007, special Scouting centenary
stations are operational and can be contacted at or
near the World Scout Frequencies. Thus far, the
following stations are known:
BP100S IN TAPEI, CHINA.
8J100S IN TOKYO, JAPAN
EI100S IN DUBLIN, IRELAND
SX100VAR IN ATHENS, GREECE

The Centenary of Scouting
radio award
The Scouting 100 Radio Award can be obtained
by contacting Scout stations during 2007, the
Centenary year of Scouting. An International award,
it is also available on a listener basis, with the same
requirements as the operator award.
The objective is to celebrate the centenary of
Scouting through amateur radio, to help publicise
the Centenary, and to provide radio amateurs with
the opportunity of gaining another Award.
The Award begins at 00:00:01 GMT on 1st January
2007 and ﬁnishes at 23:59:59 GMT 31st December
2007 and it is available through all bands and all
modes, within the terms of the individual’s radio
licence. The Award is also available through Echolink
and IRLP modes. Activity for the Award should be
focused around the Scout frequencies.

Points are as follows: each ordinary Scout station
counts one point. Special Event Scout stations count
2 points. The World Scout Jamboree, Gilwell Park,
Brownsea Island and special Centenary stations
count 5 points. Normal log information is required
with the following additional information: Name,
Scout details and age of the operator of the station
you contact. Your age should also be submitted
when applying for Awards. Female operators send
“YL” as their age!
Bronze level is 15 points, Silver 50 and Gold 100
points. Platinum and Diamond are 250 or 500 points
respectively. The Award is supported online by a
website where full details are available:
www.scouting100award.org

The JOTA Story, 50 years of
Scouting’s Jamboree On The
Air
An historic overview of half-a-century of international
Scout exchanges via radio is in the making. This
booklet will present its origin, development, ideas,
and magnitude. Co-authored by the JOTA founder
Les Mitchell G3BHK and former and current World
JOTA Organizers Len Jarrett VE3MYF and Richard
Middelkoop PA3BAR, the JOTA Story will have unique
material and photographs that have never been
published before.
The publication will be available shortly after the
50th JOTA. The ﬁrst JOTA info circular in 2007 will
have the details on how you can pre-order your copy
of The JOTA Story.
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9. THE 50TH JOTA
50th Jamboree-On-The-Air, 20 – 21 October 2007.
Special plans are (of course) being made for the Golden Jubilee, the 50th JOTA. At the time of writing this
World JOTA Report, not all the details are yet known. The ﬁrst JOTA circular in 2007, scheduled for the
Scoutpack of April / May, will have all the details available for you. The Radio-Scouting web site will have
them as well.

What should I expect?
Here are the main ideas
for the 50th JOTA:

So look for this
information:
The following information will be mailed on paper to
all Scout Associations as well as emailed directly to
those National JOTA Organizers listed in chapter 10.

- the weekend will have a central theme, with various programme
suggestions offered for worldwide use.
- An international camp will be hosted in Geneva, at HB9S, for which a
limited number of Scouts can register.

April 2007:

- A forum discussion will be organised between the JOTA participants in
Geneva, a number of Scouts elsewhere, and invited ofﬁcials of youthand amateur radio organisations.

The WOSM web site for JOTA information,
www.scout.org/jota, is updated at regular
intervals and carries the year’s JOTA information
from April onwards.

- Each group of Scouts can take part in a selection of international
activities, coordinated per Region or possibly directly by HB9S.

May 2007:

And of course you can:

The JOTA information circular with proposed theme
activities, programme suggestions, the latest JOTA
news, the operating frequencies and a report form
for national use. Plus information on how to enrol
in the 50th JOTA camp in Geneva. Included in this
mailing will be the participation cards.

- reunite by radio with friends you met at the World Scout Jamboree in
the United Kingdom.
- Organise several local activities with the JOTA theme.
- Invite the press and show them all about WOSM’s largest annual gettogether.

April 2008:

- Have fun and explore new technologies.

The electronic and printed World JOTA Report (WSB
ref. nr 1310) will be available. Extra copies can
always be ordered directly from the World Scout
Bureau, on-line at the web site of SCORE, the world
scout shop: www.worldscoutshop.org. Or look in
the radio-Scouting section.
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10. NATIONAL JOTA ORGANIZERS
This list contains the names of the active National JOTA Organizers (NJO), i.e. those who have sent reports
to the World Scout Bureau at least once during the past two years. Packet-radio- and email addresses have
been added where known to us. Information on JOTA is sent directly to the NJO’s below and is also sent
to the Inter-national Commissioner of every Scout Association as well as to the World and Regional Scout
Committees.

WORLD ORGANIZATION
OF THE SCOUT MOVEMENT:
World Scout Bureau:
P.O. Box 91, CH-1211
Geneva 4 Plainpalais, Switzerland.
WORLD JOTA ORGANIZER:
Mr. Richard Middelkoop
Cornelis van Ramshorstlaan 13,
NL-3863 AZ Nijkerk, The Netherlands;
email: RMiddelkoop@scout.org
HB9S STATION MANAGER:
Mr. Yves Margot, 69 rte A. Ferrand,
CH-1233 Sézenove, Switzerland;
email: margoty@mysunrise.ch.

Argentina:
Australia:
Austria:
Bangladesh:
Belize:
Brazil:
Canada:

Chile:
China Rep.:
Cyprus:
Czech Rep.:
Dominican
Rep.:
Estonia:
Finland:
Germany:

Mr.Alejandro Guillermo Afonso, LU1BCP, Libertad 1282, C1012AAZ Buenos Aires.
email: radiocomunicaciones@scouts.org.ar
Mr. Stephen Watson,VK4SGW, 38 Neulans Rd, Indooroopilly QLD 4068.
email: jota.joti@scouts.com.au.
Mr. Ernst Tomaschek, OE1EOA, Bräuhausgasse 3-5/4, A-1040 Wien.
email: NJO@ppoe.at.
Mr. Aminul Kawse Kahn, S21D, 60 Anjuman Maﬁdul Islam Road, Kakrail, Dhaka 1000.
email: esc@agni.com.
Mr. Alejandro A. Tovar, VE31SC, P.O. Box 431, Belize City.
email: scouts@btl.net
Mr. Ronan Augusto Reginatto, PY2RAR, Avenida 1, 2091 – Jd Mirassol, Rio Claro SP–13503
250. email: ronan@radioescotismo.com.br.
(SC) Mrs. Lena W. Wong, Scouts Canada, 1345 Baseline Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 0A7.
email: lwong@scouts.ca.
(ASC) Pierre Émile Dupuis, VE2JAM, 7679, avenue Papineau, Montréal Quebec H2E 2H1.
email: scout@asc.ca
Ms. Isabel Carreño, CE3TLE, Mariano Egaña 11578 CP 8301707, La Florida, Santiago.
email: ce3tle@yahoo.com.
Mr. Tim Kuo, 9 Lane 23, Sec 1, Chien-kuo N. Road, Taipei.
email: timk@scout.org.tw.
Mr. Erricos Lanitis, 5B4GJ, P.O.Box 40216, Larnaca 6302.
email: erricosphotoltd@cytanet.com.cy
Mr. Jan Havelka, OK1SZA@OK0PRG, Platonova 20, CZ-143 00 Praha 12.
email: dzavy@dzavy.net.
Mr. Rafael Martinez, P.O. Box 1157.
email: hi8rox@radioclubdominicano.co
Mr. Deivis Treier, N/K 260 Tallinn 10503.
email : deivis.treier@mail.ee.
Mr. Jussi Vaittinen, OH2GMF, Pohjantie 2 C 84, SF-02100 Espoo.
email: jussi.vaittinen@sp.partio.ﬁ.
(DPSG) Mr. Jochen Sulovsky, DK8ZM, Friedrich-Ebert-Str.36.
email: DK8ZM@radio-scouting.de.
(VCP) Mr. Michael Kohlert, Richterstraße 22, D-91052 Erlangen.
email: micha@scoutnet.de.
(BdP): Lars Weimar, DG4SEV, Wetterkreuz 12, D-89155 Erbach/Ersingen.
email: dg4sev@radio-scouting.de
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Greece:

Mr. Kostas Theologis, J41SEP, Ptolemeon 1, GR-11635 Athena.
email: sep@sep.org.gr.
Hungary:
Mr. Tibor Vegh, HA5YI, Kerepesi ut 30.I.21, H-1148 Budapest.
email: ha5yi@uze.net.
Hong Kong:
Simon Ho, VR2EA, HK Scout Centre, South Path, Austin Road, Kowloon.
email: simon@hkstar.com.
Indonesia:
Mr. James Darmawan, YB0BEN, Ligar Nyawang 11, Bandung 40191.
email: jamesdt@telkom.net.
Ireland:
Mr. Seán O’Súilleabháin, EI3IP, 14 The Crescent, Inse Bay, Laytown, Drogheda, Co. Louth.
email: jota@scouts.ie.
Japan:
Mr. Yoritake Matsudaira, JF1HWS, No.11-10, 4-chome, Osawa, Mitaka-shi, Tokyo 1810015.
email: saj@scout.or.jp.
Luxemburg: Mr. Claude Engel, LX1VW, 1 cité D. Baum, L-3814 Schifﬂange.
email: claude.engel@education.lu
Malta:
Mr. David Schembri, E.S. Tonna Street, Floriana VLT16.
email: davidschembri@yahoo.com.
Mexico:
Mr. Daniel Avendaño Ortega, Triunfo no. 87, Col. Campestre Aragon, C.P. 07530
México D.F.
e-mail: dannyscout68@hotmail.com.
Namibia:
Mr. Jim Kastelic, V51JK, P.O. Box 228, Tsumeb.
email: kastelic70@yahoo.com.
Neth. Antilles: Mr. Rolando Manuel, PJ2SA, Curasol kavel G-11, Willemstad, Curaçao.
email: Roly1965@hotmail.com.
Netherlands: Mr. Jan Kluiver, PB0AMJ, Lallemanstraat 18, NL-2841 CD Moordrecht.
email: PB0AMJ@Amsat.org.
New Zealand: Mr. Jim Parnell, ZL2APE, 87 Duncan Terrace, Kilbirnie, Wellington 6003.
email: jim-p@ihug.co.nz.
Norway:
Mr. Dag Anders Kjærnes, Ravnaasveien 87, N-1254 Oslo.
email: dagak@online.no.
Oman:
Mr. Dawood Nadhar Al-Zadjali, A41JX, National Organisation for Scouts and Guides,
P.O.Box 1528, PC 112 Ruwi.
email:hq@omanscouts.gov.om.
Peru:
Mr. Aldo Botteri Gálvez, OA4DMO, Av. Arequipa 5140, Miraﬂores, Lima 18.
email: jota-joti@scout.org.pe
Philippines:
Mr. Arsenio W. Cortazar Jr., DU1AC, P.O. Box 1378, Manila CPO.
email: phiscout@skyinet.net.
Portugal:
(CNE) Mr. António M. Ribeiro da Silva, CT1DJE, Rua Mar. Gomês da Costa, lote 46,
P-1685-901 Famões.
email: ct1dje@sapo.pt.
(AEP) José Araújo, CT1DSV, P. O. Box 3073, P-4450-683 Lecia da Palmeira.
email: jose.araujo@rr.pt.
South-Africa: Mr. Dave Gemmell, ZS6AAW, P.O. Box 77, Irene 0062.
email: davegemmell@bmknet.co.za.
Spain:
Mr.Luis Pascual Martinez, ED2SDA, Fernando de anteguera 2, E-50006 Zaragoza.
email: malak410@wanadoo.es.
Sri Lanka:
Mr. Merille Goonati Lleke, 4S7KE, 65/9 Sir Chittampalam A Gardiner Mw., Colombo 02.
email: srilankascouts@sltnet.lk.
Sudan:
Mr. Magdi Osman Ahmed, ST2M, P.O.Box 2, 11112 Khartoum Airport.
email: ST2M@hotmail.com .
Sweden:
Mr. Per-Olof Hansson, SM6SMY, Gamla vägen 36, SE-446 32 Älvängen.
email: per-olof.hansson@telia.com.
Switzerland: Mr. Markus Billeter, HB9DNA, Erikastrasse 6, CH-8003 Zürich .
email: jota@pbs.ch.
Tanzania:
Mr. Hiddan Ricco, 5HTSA, P.O.Box 945, Dar es Salaam.
email: Z5H3HO@yahoo.com.
Tunesia:
Mr. Lassad el Euchi, 3V8ST, Boite Postale 339, Tunis-Mahrajen 1082.
email: scouts.tunesien@planet.tn.
Turkey:
Mr. U. Savas Baran, Deﬁne Sokak 2/11, TU-06540 A. Ayranci Ankara.
email: umitsavas2000@yahoo.com.
United
Kingdom:
Mr. Richard Gaskell, G0REL, 18 Woodcroft, Kennington, Oxford OX1 5NH.
email: G0REL@care4free.net
United States: Mr. Ray Moyer, WD8JKV, P.O. Box 152079 S213, Irving, Texas 75015-2079.
email: rmoyer@netbsa.org
Venezuela:
Mr. Andrés Eloy Bracho, C.84, No.2-290, Res. El Valle, Torre: A, Ap. 9-A, Maracaibo 4002,
Edo. Zulia. email: asvjocom@cantv.net.
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